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PART 1 – INTERPRETATION
The Supreme Court Family Rules Concept Draft (“SCFR Concept Draft”) is intended to
govern all family law cases, except cases under the Child, Family and Community Services
Act. Although not mentioned in the definition, applications under the Family Maintenance
Enforcement Act are also governed by these Rules.
By virtue of the definition of “party” and “respondent”, only someone who has filed a notice of
family claim, a response to a notice of family claim or a response to a counterclaim is a party.

Rule 1-1 – Interpretation
Definitions

(1)

In these Supreme Court Family Rules:
“application” means an application before trial or an application, whenever made,
to change a final order;
“claimant” means a person who has filed a notice of family claim;
“court” means the Supreme Court of British Columbia and, if a master has
jurisdiction, includes a master of the Supreme Court;
“document” has an extended meaning and includes a photograph, film, recording
of sound, any record of a permanent or semi-permanent character and any
information recorded or stored by means of any device;
“FMEP Director” means the Director of Maintenance Enforcement under the
Family Maintenance Enforcement Act;
“family justice counsellor” means a person appointed as a family court counsellor
under section 3 of the Family Relations Act;
“family law case” means a proceeding in which one or more of the following
orders is sought:
(a) an order under the Divorce Act;
(b) an order under the Family Relations Act;
(c) an order in relation to a marriage agreement within the meaning of the
Family Relations Act;
(d) an order for annulment of marriage;
(e) an order for an interest in property, or for compensation, based on unjust
enrichment or other trust claims if the claim for the interest or
compensation arises out of a marriage-like relationship;
(f) an order for a declaration of parentage;
(g) an order for adoption;
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[Orders available under a family law case includes orders for custody or guardianship of, or
access to, a child, orders for support for a child, spouse or parent, restraining orders, orders
prohibiting interference with a child and orders dealing with property]
“file” means file in the registry;
“final order” means an order finally resolving a claim in a family law case even
though the order may be subject to change;
“joint family law case” means a family law case referred to in Rule 2-2 (1);
“notice of application” means the document described in Rule 7-1 (4) of the
Supreme Court Civil Rules;
“party” means
(a) a claimant,
(b) a respondent,
(c) a respondent by way of counterclaim,
(d) a petitioner,
(e) a petition respondent,
(f) a person added as a party under Rule 6-2 (1), and
(g) if a support order is filed with him or her, the FMEP Director in relation to
the following:
(i) any matter arising under section 9, 14 (1) or (2), 16 (3) or (4), 18
(2), 19, 20, 21, 22 (1), 23 (1), 26 (10), 29, 30, 30.1, 31, 39 (1) or 46
(1) of the Family Maintenance Enforcement Act;
(ii) an application to change a support order that is in arrears, other than
a support order under the Divorce Act;
(iii) an application to change a support order made under the Divorce
Act if the order has been assigned to a minister designated by the
Lieutenant Governor in Council under the Divorce Act;
“petitioner” means a person who has filed a petition under Rule 14-1;
“petition proceeding” means a family law case commenced by a petition;
“petition respondent” means a person who has filed a response to petition under
Rule 14-1 (4) of the Supreme Court Civil Rules;
“regional manager” in relation to a registry, means the regional manager of the
Family Justice Services Division (Justice Services Branch), Ministry of
Attorney General, who is responsible for the region in which the registry is
located;
“registrar” includes a district registrar and a deputy district registrar;
“registry”, in relation to a family law case, means the office of the court in which
the family law case was commenced or is pending;
“relief” includes remedy;
“respondent” means a person who has filed a response to a notice of family claim;
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“respondent by way of counterclaim” means a person who has filed a response to
counterclaim under Rule 4-3 (6);
“response to petition” means the document described in Rule 14-1 (5) of the
Supreme Court Civil Rules;
“support” includes maintenance;
“Supreme Court Civil Rules” means the Supreme Court Civil Rules, B.C. Reg.
X/x;
“undefended family law case” means a family law case in which one of the
following is true:
(a) the family law case is a joint family law case and no party has filed a
notice of withdrawal;
(b) no response has been filed;
(c) a response has been filed but the response has been
(i) withdrawn, or
(ii) struck out, discontinued or dismissed;
(d) all claims other than a claim for divorce, if any, have been settled, the
parties have filed a statement to that effect signed by the parties or their
lawyers and the claim for divorce, if any, is not contested. [60 (1)]
Interpretation Act and Supreme Court Act

(2)

Unless a contrary intention appears, the Interpretation Act and the interpretation
section of the Supreme Court Act apply to these Supreme Court Family Rules. [1
(6)]

Titles and headings

(3)

The titles and headings of these Supreme Court Family Rules are for convenience
only and are not intended as a guide to interpretation. [1 (7)]

Reference aids

(4)

Italicized words in square brackets are not part of these Supreme Court Family
Rules, are included editorially for convenience of reference only and are not to be
used in interpreting the rules or any provision to which the words refer.

Forms

(5)

A form referred to in these Supreme Court Family Rules must be completed in
accordance with any instructions included on the form.
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Rule 1-2 – Citation and Application
The existing Supreme Court rules govern both civil and family cases. The Supreme Court Civil
Rules Concept Draft contains all rules applicable to all civil cases – it is a complete code for
civil cases. The SCFR Concept Draft applies only to family cases but it is not in itself a
complete code; it does not contain all rules applicable to family cases. A number of rules
contained in the Supreme Court Civil Rules Concept Draft apply to family law cases. Where a
civil rule applies in a family law case, the family rules expressly reference that civil rule.
The table in this rule provides guidance about how to read terms in the applicable civil rule that
differ from the family rule term.

Citation

(1)

These Supreme Court Family Rules may be cited as the “Supreme Court Family
Rules” and are included within any citation to the “Rules of Court”. [1 (1)]

Rules apply to all family law cases

(2)

These Supreme Court Family Rules apply to all family law cases.

Application of Supreme Court Civil Rules

(3)

If a rule of the Supreme Court Civil Rules is applied to a family law case or an
appeal of a family law case under these Supreme Court Family Rules, a reference in
that rule to a term in the left column refers, in relation to a family law case, to the
term opposite it in the right column.

Reference in Supreme Court Civil Rules
party
party of record
deliver
action
address for delivery
third party, third party proceeding or third
party notice
originating pleading

Reference in relation to a family law case
person named as a party to a family law case
party
serve by ordinary service
family law case
address for service
no comparable reference
notice of family claim, petition or
counterclaim
Response, response to petition or response to
counterclaim
notice of family claim, response,
counterclaim, response to counterclaim,
petition or response to petition

responding pleading
pleading
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References to Supreme Court Civil Rules

(4)

A reference to a provision of the Supreme Court Civil Rules is a reference to that
provision as it applies under these Supreme Court Family Rules.

Waiver of rule by agreement

(5)

On application, and if all parties to a family law case agree, the court may order that
any provision of these Supreme Court Family Rules does not apply to a family law
case. [1 (11)]
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Rule 1-3 – Object of Rules
The object rule in the SCFR Concept Draft reflects the principles of the Family Justice Reform
Working Group’s Report. While including some elements of the Civil Rules objects, such as
proportionality and dealing with cases justly on their merits, the family object rule emphasizes
minimizing conflict and taking into account the effects of family breakdown on children.

Object

(1)

The object of these Supreme Court Family Rules is to
(a) help families resolve the legal issues that arise from family break-up fairly
and in a way that will
(i) minimize conflict and promote cooperation between the parties, and
(ii) take into account the impact that the conduct of the case may have
on a child, and
(b) ensure that each case is dealt with justly on the merits.

Proportionality

(2)

Dealing with a case justly on the merits includes, so far as is practicable, conducting
the case in ways that are proportionate to the court’s assessment of
(a) the needs and interests of any child affected,
(b) the family’s financial resources,
(c) the complexity of the case, and
(d) the importance of the issues in dispute to the law applicable to British
Columbia.

Object to be given effect to

(3)

The court must consider and give effect to this rule when exercising a power under,
or interpreting, any of these Supreme Court Family Rules.
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Rule 1-4 – Furthering the Object of the Rules
Management of cases

(1)

The court must further the object of these Supreme Court Family Rules by actively
managing cases.

Active management

(2)

Active management of a case includes the following:
(a) helping the parties to settle the whole or part of the case;
(b) encouraging the parties to resolve disputes without the court’s intervention
by the use of mediation or other dispute resolution processes;
(c) identifying the issues at an early stage;
(d) deciding which issues require trial and disposing of the others using
summary procedures under these Supreme Court Family Rules;
(e) setting realistic timetables or otherwise controlling the progress of the
case;
(f) dealing with as many aspects of the case on the same occasion as is
reasonably practicable;
(g) making use of technology, including telephone conferencing and video
conferencing;
(h) making any other orders and giving any other directions to ensure that the
case proceeds quickly and efficiently.

Duty of parties

(3)

The parties to a case must
(a) help the court further the object of these Supreme Court Family Rules, and
(b) to the extent that it is reasonable to do so, cooperate with each other in the
conduct of the case.
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PART 2 – RESOLVING CASES BY AGREEMENT
Rule 2-1 – Agreements
Written agreements

(1)

A copy of a written agreement referred to in section 122 (1) of the Family Relations
Act may be filed in a registry. [PCR20 (12)] [60 (44)]

[Under section 122 of the Family Relations Act, an agreement filed under this Rule can be
enforced as if it were an order of the court.]
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Rule 2-2 – Joint Family Law Case
This Rule continues the provisions of Rule 60 with respect to joint family law cases. A
proposed joint notice of family claim form is available for comment as part of this SCFR
Concept Draft.
The process for obtaining an order in a joint family law case is set out in Rule 9-6 and is
similar to the existing desk order process for undefended divorces. This is available for joint
family claims where a divorce is sought as well as those where no divorce is sought.

Joint family law case

(1)

A family law case may be commenced jointly by the persons involved if all relief,
except any claim for divorce, is by consent. [SCR 60 (11)]

[See Rule 9-6 for the process to be followed for obtaining judgment in a joint family law case]
Notice of family claim in joint family law case

(2)

In a joint family law case, the notice of family claim
(a) must be in Form F1, and
(b) need not be served. [SCR 60 (12)]

Withdrawal from joint family law case

(3)

A person may withdraw from a joint family law case by filing and serving, by
personal service in accordance with Rule 5-2 (4), a notice of withdrawal in Form F2.
[current SCR Form 135]

Claiming additional relief

(4)

If a person who withdraws from a joint family law case wishes to oppose a claim
made in the joint notice of family case or wishes to claim other relief, that person
must, at the time of filing the notice of withdrawal, file a response or counterclaim or
both. [SCR 60 (13)]

Application of rules

(5)

If a notice of withdrawal is filed under subrule (3), these Supreme Court Family
Rules apply to the family law case as if it were not a joint family law case.
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PART 3 – HOW TO START AND DEFEND A
FAMILY LAW CASE
Rule 3-1 – Choosing the Correct Form of Proceeding
All family law cases, unless provided otherwise, are commenced by filing a notice of family
claim.
Rule 3-1 at (2) and (3) sets out those cases that are brought by petition. Generally, these rules
reflect current practice, but there are changes. For example, under the proposed rules adoption
applications can only be brought by petition.
Commencing family law cases by notice of family claim

(1)

Unless an enactment or these Supreme Court Family Rules otherwise provide, every
family law case must be commenced by filing a notice of family claim under Rule 41. [8 (1) and (3)]

How to seek orders under the Divorce Act or section 36 or 48 of the Family Relations Act

(2)

To obtain
(a) an order under the Divorce Act to rescind, change, suspend or supersede a
support order or custody order of another court,
(b) an order under section 36 (1) of the Family Relations Act to apprehend a
child, or
(c) an order under section 48 (1) of the Family Relations Act to enforce an
extraprovincial order,
a person may apply for the order as follows:
(d) if there is an existing family law case in the court within which, under
these rules, it is appropriate to seek that order, the application for that
order may be made in that family law case;
(e) if there is no existing family law case within which it is appropriate to
seek that order, a person wishing to obtain that order must commence a
family law case by petition under Rule 14-1 and seek the order within that
petition proceeding.

Commencing family law cases by petition in other cases

(3)

To obtain any of the following orders, a person must commence a family law case by
petition under Rule 14-1 and seek the order within that case:
(a) an order granting a person who is not a spouse or former spouse leave
under section 16 (3) or 17 (2) of the Divorce Act (Canada);
(b) an order for return of a child under the Convention on the Civil Aspects of
International Child Abduction signed at The Hague on October 25, 1980;
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(c) an order for a declaration of parentage;
(d) an order for adoption. [60 (5)]
Joining claims and parties

(4)

A claim that, on its own, would not be the subject matter of a family law case may
be brought in a family law case, and a person by or against whom any such claim is
made may be added as a party in that case, if the claim is related to or connected
with any relief sought in the family law case. [60 (16)]
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Rule 3-2 – Appeals
Application

(1)

If an appeal or an application in the nature of an appeal from a decision, direction or
order of any person or body, including the Provincial Court, is authorized by an
enactment to be made to the court, Rule 16-3 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules
applies.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
16-3 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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PART 4 – FAMILY LAW CASES COMMENCED BY FILING
A NOTICE OF FAMILY CLAIM
Rule 4-1 – Notice of Family Claim
This part deals with family law cases commenced by a notice of family claim. There are no
writs under the proposed rules. The proposed notice of family claim form is available for
review and comment. It includes many of the elements of the existing SCR Form 127, but is
intended to be easier for everyone, including self represented litigants, to understand and
complete. The notice of family claim must be served personally by someone other than the
claimant. Variation applications are dealt with under Rule 9-3 (Chambers Proceedings).

Notice of family claim

(1)

To start a family law case other than a family law case referred to in Rule 3-1 (2) (e)
or (3) , a person must file a notice of family claim in Form F3. [60 (3)]

[A joint family law case is to be brought under Rule 2-2]
[An application to change an existing order is to be brought under Part 9]
Service

(2)

A claimant must serve a copy of the filed notice of family claim on each of the
persons named as a respondent in the notice of family claim
(a) by personal service in accordance with Rule 5-2 (4), or
(b) if the court makes an order under Rule 5-2 (11) allowing service by an
alternative method, by that alternative method. [PCR2 (3)]

[Rule 5-2 provides instructions about service]
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Rule 4-2 – Responding to a Notice of Family Claim
Claims are responded to by filing a response. There are no appearances under the proposed
rules. The proposed response form is available for review and comment. The response must be
served on all other named respondents, not just the claimant.

Filing a response

(1)

To respond to a notice of family claim, a person must, within 30 days after being
served, file a response in Form F4.

Respondent's options

(2)

In a response, a person may do one or both of the following:
(a) consent to one or more of the orders, other than a divorce order, requested
in the notice of family claim;
(b) disagree with anything claimed in the notice of family claim.

How a response is served

(3)

Within 21 days after a response is filed, the respondent must serve a copy of the filed
response on the claimant and on the other persons named in the notice of family
claim as respondents.

No notice of hearing if no response

(4)

A person served with a notice of family claim under Rule 4-1 (2) who does not file a
response in accordance with subrule (1) of this rule is not entitled to receive notice
of any part of the family law case, including, without limitation, any court
appearance, hearing, conference or trial.
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Rule 4-3 – Counterclaim
A person responding to a family claim can file a counterclaim against the claimant or against
the claimant and a new respondent.

Counterclaim

(1)

In addition to filing a response under Rule 4-2, a respondent may seek one or more
of the following against the claimant:
(a) an order under the Divorce Act;
(b) an order under the Family Relations Act;
(c) an order in relation to a marriage agreement within the meaning of the
Family Relations Act;
(d) an order for annulment of marriage;
(e) an order for an interest in property, or for compensation, based on unjust
enrichment or other trust claims if the claim for the interest or
compensation arises out of a marriage-like relationship.

[Orders that may be sought under subrule (1) include orders for divorce, orders for custody or
guardianship of, or access to, a child, orders for support for a child, spouse or parent,
restraining orders, orders prohibiting interference with a child and orders dealing with
property]
Form of counterclaim

(2)

To seek an order referred to in subrule (1), the respondent must file a counterclaim in
Form F5 within 30 days after being served with the notice of family claim.

Counterclaim may include claims against persons other than the claimant

(3)

If one or more of the claims made in a counterclaim brought by the respondent
against the claimant also relate to another person, the respondent may name that
other person as a respondent to the counterclaim.

Service required

(4)

A respondent who files a counterclaim must, within 21 days after filing, serve a copy
of the filed counterclaim on the persons against whom a claim is made in the
counterclaim
(a) by ordinary service, or
(b) in the case of a person referred to in subrule (5), by personal service in
accordance with Rule 5-2 (4).

Personal service required on new parties

(5)

If a claim is made in a counterclaim against a person who
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(a) is named as a party in the notice of family claim but has not filed a
response, or
(b) is not named as a party in the notice of family claim,
the respondent bringing the counterclaim must serve that person with a copy of the
filed counterclaim by personal service in accordance with Rule 5-2 (4).
Parties against whom relief is sought must respond

(6)

To respond to a counterclaim, the claimant and any other person named as a
respondent to the counterclaim must, within 30 days after being served,
(a) file a response to counterclaim in Form F6, and
(b) serve a copy of the filed response to counterclaim on all parties to the
counterclaim.

Respondent’s options

(7)

In a response to counterclaim, a person may do one or both of the following:
(a) consent to one or more of the orders, other than a divorce order, requested
in the counterclaim;
(b) disagree with anything claimed in the counterclaim.

No notice of hearing if no response

(8)

A person referred to in subrule (5) who does not file a response to counterclaim in
accordance with subrule (6) is not entitled to receive notice of any part of the family
law case, including, without limitation, any court appearance, hearing, conference or
trial.

If action stayed or discontinued

(9)

If, in an action in which a respondent has filed a counterclaim, the action of the
claimant is stayed, discontinued or dismissed, the counterclaim may proceed. [21
(14)]

Judgment

(10)

If a set-off or counterclaim establishes a defence to the claimant’s claim, the court
may give judgment for the respondent for any balance in the respondent’s favour or
for other relief as the court considers appropriate. [21 (15)]
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Rule 4-4 – Other Rules about Notice of Family Claim Cases
This rule brings together some miscellaneous provisions from Rule 60. The only substantive
change is that under 4-4(1)(b) where adultery is alleged, the other person cannot be named as a
party if the only relief claimed against him or her is costs.

Person allegedly involved in adultery

(1)

If it is alleged in a notice of family claim, response, counterclaim or response to
counterclaim that a spouse has committed adultery,
(a) the name of the other person alleged to have been involved in the adultery
must not be set out in that notice of family claim, response, counterclaim
or response to counterclaim unless that other person is made a party to the
family law case,
(b) that other person must not be named as a party to the family law
case unless relief, other than or in addition to costs, is claimed against the
person, and
(c) particulars of the identity of that other person may be demanded from the
party alleging adultery, but any particulars provided in response to that
demand must not be filed before the trial or application for final order. [60
(10)]

Marriage certificate to be filed

(2)

Before the filing of a notice of family claim, response, counterclaim or response to
counterclaim, or of an amended notice of family claim, response, counterclaim or
response to counterclaim, in which a claim for divorce, nullity or judicial separation
is made, a certificate of the marriage or of registration of the marriage must be filed
unless
(a) the notice of family claim, response, counterclaim or response to
counterclaim states that
(i) the certificate will be filed before the family law case is set down
for trial or before an application is made for an order of divorce,
nullity or judicial separation, or
(ii) it is impossible to obtain such a certificate, and
(b) the registrar is satisfied with the reasons given for the failure or inability to
file such a certificate. [60 (15)]

Withdrawal of notice of family claim or response

(3)

A party who has filed a notice of family claim, response, counterclaim or response to
counterclaim in a family law case may withdraw the notice of family claim,
response, counterclaim or response to counterclaim or any part of it by filing and
serving a notice of withdrawal in Form F2. [SCR Form 135] [60 (14)]
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Rule 4-5 – Financial Disclosure
While some attempt has been made to simplify Rule 60D and Form 89 through limited
reorganization and wording changes, they have actually been changed very little, even though
they are in serious need of revision and streamlining. Much of the complexity in the Rule and
in the form is driven by federal legislation. This complicates and limits efforts to simplify
them. Ultimately, the Working Group did not have the time to undertake a full-scale revision
of this part of the rules.

Interpretation
Interpretation

(1)

In this rule:
“applicable income documents” means, in respect of a person,
(a) a copy of every personal income tax return filed by the person for each of
the 3 most recent taxation years,
(b) a copy of every notice of income tax assessment or reassessment issued to
the person for each of the 3 most recent taxation years,
(c) if the person is receiving employment insurance benefits, a copy of the 3
most recent employment insurance benefit statements,
(d) if the person is receiving workers’ compensation benefits, a copy of the 3
most recent workers’ compensation benefit statements,
(e) if the person is receiving social assistance, current documentary evidence
of the social assistance that is being received by that person,
(f) if the person owns or has an interest in real property, a copy of the most
recent assessment notice issued from an assessment authority for each
property,
(g) if the person is an employee,
(i) the most recent statement of earnings indicating the total earnings
paid to the person in the year to date, including overtime, or
(ii) if that statement is not provided by the employer, a letter from the
person’s employer setting out the information referred to in
subparagraph (i) and including the person’s rate of annual salary or
remuneration,
(h) if the person is self employed, the following information for the 3 most
recent taxation years:
(i) the financial statements of the person’s business or professional
practice, other than a partnership;
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(ii) a statement showing a breakdown of all salaries, wages,
management fees or other payments or benefits paid to, or on behalf
of, persons or corporations with whom the person does not deal at
arm’s length,
(i) if the person is a partner in a partnership, confirmation of the person’s
income and draw from, and capital in, the partnership for each of its 3
most recent taxation years,
(j) if the person controls a corporation, the following information for the
corporation’s 3 most recent taxation years:
(i) the financial statements of the corporation and its subsidiaries;
(ii) a statement showing a breakdown of all salaries, wages,
management fees or other payments or benefits paid to, or on behalf
of, persons or corporations with whom the corporation and every
related corporation does not deal at arm’s length, and
(k) if the person is a beneficiary under a trust, a copy of the trust settlement
agreement and copies of the trust’s 3 most recent financial statements;
“child support guidelines” means,
(a) in reference to a claim under the Family Relations Act, the child support
guidelines established under the Family Relations Act, or
(b) in reference to a claim under the Divorce Act (Canada), the child support
guidelines established under the Divorce Act (Canada);
“party” means a person named as a party to a family law case who is claiming, or
against whom is claimed,
(a) an order for child support or an order changing an order for child support,
(b) an order for spousal support or an order changing an order for spousal
support,
(c) an order for parental support or an order changing an order for parental
support, or
(d) relief under Part 5 of the Family Relations Act;
“social assistance” includes
(a) income assistance within the meaning of the Employment and Assistance
Act, and
(b) disability assistance within the meaning of the Employment and Assistance
for Persons with Disabilities Act;
“stepparent” means, in relation to a child,
(a) a stepparent of the child within the meaning of section 1 (2) of the Family
Relations Act, or
(b) a person who stands in the place of a parent for the child within the
meaning of the Divorce Act (Canada). [60D (1)]
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Application of this rule

(2)

This rule applies to a family law case as follows:
(a) if, in the family law case, a person is seeking to obtain or to change an
order for child support, subrules (1), (3) to (8) and (11) to (33) apply;
(b) if, in the family law case, a person is seeking to obtain or to change an
order for spousal support or parental support, subrules (1), (3), (9) and (11)
to (33) apply;
(c) if, in the family law case, a person is seeking to obtain or to change an
order for relief under Part 5 of the Family Relations Act, subrules (1), (3),
(10) and (11) to (33) apply. [60D (2)]

Numbering applicable income documents

(3)

Each page of the applicable income documents that are to be used in court must be
numbered sequentially. [60D (2.1)]

Claims for Child Support
Who must provide Part 1 of a Form F7 financial statement

(4)

Each party who is required under the child support guidelines to provide income
information must file the following documents and must serve them under subrule
(11):
(a) Part 1 of a Form F7 financial statement [SCR Form 89];
(b) the party’s applicable income documents;
(c) any other documents that the party is required to file and serve under
subrules (5) to (7). [60D (3)]

Who must provide Parts 2 and 3 of a Form F7 financial statement

(5)

In addition to any other documents a party is obliged to file and serve under this rule,
the party must file Parts 2 and 3 of a Form F7 financial statement [SCR Form 89],
and must serve those documents under subrule (11), if one of the following is true:
(a) the child support guidelines require the court to consider any or all of the
following:
(i) the financial ability of the parties;
(ii) the means of the parties;
(iii) the condition, means, needs and other circumstances of the parties
or the child;
(b) the party who is to pay the child support is a stepparent of the child. [60D
(4)]

If special or extraordinary expenses are claimed

(6)

A party who makes a claim for special or extraordinary expenses must
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(a) file Part 4 of a Form F7 financial statement [SCR Form 89], in addition to
any other documents the party is obliged to file under this rule, and
(b) serve that Part 4 under subrule (11). [60D (5)]
[Special or extraordinary expenses are defined in section 7 of the Child Support Guidelines]
If undue hardship is claimed

(7)

In addition to any other documents that a party is obliged to file and serve under this
rule, if a claim for undue hardship is made,
(a) the party making the claim for undue hardship must file and serve, under
subrule (11), Parts 1 to 3, 5 and 6 of a Form F7 financial statement [SCR
Form 89] along with that party’s applicable income documents, and
(b) unless the court otherwise orders, a party other than the party making the
claim for undue hardship must file and serve, under subrule (11), Parts 1 to
3 and 6 of a Form F7 financial statement [SCR Form 89] along with that
party’s applicable income documents. [60D (6)]

[Undue hardship is defined in section 10 of the Child Support Guidelines]
Agreement avoids need for documents

(8)

Parties are deemed to have complied with the requirements of the child support
guidelines respecting the provision of documents, and with the requirements of this
rule, as it applies to child support, respecting the filing and service of documents, if
(a) the parties have agreed on
(i) the annual income of the party who is to pay the child support, and
(ii) the amount to be paid for child support,
(b) the parties have signed an agreement in Form F8 [SCR Form 91A], and
(c) the agreement in Form F8 [SCR Form 91A] has been filed together with
the documents referred to in that agreement. [60D (8)]
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Applications for Spousal or Parental Support
Who must provide income documents

(9)

In addition to any other documents a party is obliged to file and serve under this rule,
a party must file Parts 1, 2 and 3 of a Form F7 financial statement [SCR Form 89]
along with the party’s applicable income documents, and must serve those Parts and
applicable income documents under subrule (11), if one of the following is true:
(a) the party is seeking to obtain a spousal or parental support order;
(b) the party is seeking to change a spousal or parental support order;
(c) a spousal or parental support order is being sought against the party;
(d) a spousal or parental support order has been obtained against the party and
another party is seeking to change that order. [60D (9)]

Applications for Division of Assets
Who must provide Part 3 of a Form F7 financial statement

(10)

Each party who is making a claim under Part 5 of the Family Relations Act or
against whom such a claim is being made must
(a) file Part 3 of a Form F7 financial statement [SCR Form 89], in addition to
any other documents that the party is obliged to file under this rule, and
(b) serve that Part 3 under subrule (11). [60D (11)]

Service
When party must file and serve documents

(11)

A party who is obliged to file documents under subrule (4), (5), (6), (7), (9) or (10)
(the “disclosing party”) must file all of those documents that have not already been
filed, and serve on each of the other parties all of those documents that have not
already been served on that party, as follows:
(a) if the disclosing party’s obligation arises because of a claim he or she
made, he or she must file and serve those documents within 30 days, or
such other period as the court may order, after service of the document in
which the claim is made;
(b) if the disclosing party’s obligation arises because of a claim made by
another party and the disclosing party resides in Canada or the United
States of America, the disclosing party must file and serve those
documents within 30 days, or such other period as the court may order,
after service of the document in which the claim is made;
(c) if the disclosing party’s obligation arises because of a claim made by
another party and the disclosing party resides in a country other than
Canada or the United States of America, the disclosing party must file and
serve those documents within 60 days, or such other period as the court
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may order, after service of the document in which the claim is made. [60D
(7), (10), (12) and (14)]

Assessment Notice
Assessment notice to be included

(12)

If Part 3 of a Form F7 financial statement [SCR Form 89] is to be served on a party
under this rule, the party serving the Part 3 must, if that party owns or has an interest
in real property, serve, with the Part 3, the most recent assessment notice prepared
for that real property by an assessment authority unless that assessment notice has
already been served. [60D (13)]

Particulars of Form F7 Financial Statements
Particulars may be demanded

(13)

If a Form F7 financial statement [SCR Form 89] lacks particularity, the other party
may demand particulars. [60D (17)]

Court may order particulars

(14)

If the party from whom particulars are demanded under subrule (13) fails to provide
those particulars within 7 days after receipt of the demand, the court may, on terms it
considers appropriate, make any order it considers will further the object of these
Supreme Court Family Rules, including
(a) order particulars to be served within a specified time, or
(b) order that a new Form F7 financial statement [SCR Form 89] be served
within a specified time. [60D (18)]

Changes in Financial Circumstances
Information must be kept current

(15)

If information contained in a document filed and served under this rule is rendered
inaccurate or incomplete by a material change in circumstances, the party who filed
and served that document must, promptly after that material change, serve on the
other parties
(a) a written statement setting out particulars of the accurate or complete
information, or
(b) a revised Form F7 financial statement [SCR Form 89] containing the
correct current information. [60D (20)]

Additional documents

(16)

If the material change in circumstances referred to in subrule (15) is such that the
party becomes obliged to file and serve documents under this rule that are additional
to the documents previously filed and served under this rule by that party, the party
must
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(a) serve copies of those additional documents within 28 days after the
material change, and
(b) comply with subrule (15) in relation to the previously served documents.
[60D (21)]
If written statement or particulars provided

(17)

If a party serves a written statement under subrule (15) (a) or serves particulars under
subrule (13) or (14) (a),
(a) the statement or particulars may be treated at a trial or hearing as if they
formed part of the original Form F7 financial statement [SCR Form 89]
of the party, and
(b) the other party may, with leave of the court, require that the statement or
particulars be
(i) verified by an affidavit of the party serving the statement or
particulars, or
(ii) the subject of further cross-examination. [60D (22)]

Updated statements

(18)

A party who has served a Form F7 financial statement [SCR Form 89] more than 90
days before the commencement of the trial must serve on the other party an updated
Form F7 financial statement [SCR Form 89] at least 30 days before but not more
than 60 days before the scheduled trial date, but the serving party may not be crossexamined before the trial on the updated Form F7 financial statement [SCR Form
89] unless the court gives leave or the parties agree. [60D (23)]

Disclosure of Business Interests
Production of documents

(19)

If a party discloses business or corporate interests in a Form F7 financial statement
[SCR Form 89] delivered under this rule, the party receiving the financial statement
may, in writing, request the disclosing party to produce for inspection and copying
specified documents or classes of documents in the disclosing party’s possession or
control that might reasonably be required to verify the valuation of the disclosing
party’s interest or to determine the disclosing party’s income. [60D (24)]

Responding to demand

(20)

A party who receives a request under subrule (19) must, within 21 days after receipt,
deliver to the requesting party a notice stating
(a) a time and place, during normal business hours, at which the documents
may be inspected, and
(b) the cost of copying the documents. [60D (25)]
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Request to corporation, partnership or proprietorship

(21)

If the party who makes a request under subrule (19) is not satisfied with the reply to
the request, that party may serve a written request on the corporation, partnership or
proprietorship in which the other party has disclosed an interest, to produce for
inspection all documents that are relevant to the valuation of the interest or the
determination of the disclosing party’s income. [60D (26)]

Production required

(22)

A corporation, partnership or proprietorship that receives a request under subrule
(21) must, within 21 days after receipt, provide a written statement to the requesting
party
(a) detailing the documents, in its possession or control, that it is obliged to
produce in response to the request,
(b) identifying those documents, if any, in respect of which the corporation,
partnership or proprietorship intends to seek an exemption under
subrule (24),
(c) specifying a time and place at which the documents for which an
exemption is not being sought may be inspected, and
(d) specifying the cost of copying the documents for which an exemption is
not being sought. [60D (27)]

Application to court for directions

(23)

A corporation, partnership or proprietorship or either of the parties may apply to the
court at any time for directions respecting any request for production of documents
under subrule (19) or (21), including directions respecting payment of the costs of
copying the documents, and the court may give those directions accordingly. [60D
(28)]

Application to court for exemption

(24)

A corporation, partnership or proprietorship may, within 21 days after the date a
request is served on it under subrule (21), apply to the court for an order exempting
it from the requirement to produce any document. [60D (29)]

Application by person authorized

(25)

An application under subrule (23) or (24) may be made on behalf of a corporation or
partnership by a person who has been authorized by the corporation or partnership
for that purpose. [60D (30)]

Court may order exemption

(26)

On an exemption application under subrule (24), the court may make an order
exempting the applicant from the requirement to produce all or any of the requested
documents if the court considers that
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(a) the documents and information already received by the party who made
the request under subrule (21) are sufficient for the purposes of the main
application,
(b) the production of the documents is not necessary for the purposes of the
main application,
(c) in the case of a corporation, the prejudice likely to be caused to the
corporation, or to its directors or shareholders, by refusing to exempt the
corporation, outweighs the prejudice likely to be caused to the person
requesting the documents if the corporation is exempted, or
(d) in the case of a partnership, the prejudice likely to be caused to the
partnership, or to its partners or associates, by refusing to exempt the
partnership, outweighs the prejudice likely to be caused to the person
requesting the documents. [60D (31)]
Costs

(27)

The costs of producing documents under subrule (20) or (22) and the costs of an
application under subrule (23) or (24) are in the discretion of the court and the court
may order that the costs be paid in favour of or against
(a) either of the parties to the family law case, or
(b) the corporation, the partnership or the owner of the proprietorship, as the
case may be. [60D (32)]

When costs are payable

(28)

The court may order when any costs awarded under subrule (27) are payable. [60D
(33)]

Enforcement of this Rule
Relief

(29)

If a party fails to comply with a requirement under this rule to file or serve a Form
F7 financial statement [SCR Form 89] or any applicable income document or to
comply with an order under this rule to serve particulars, the court may do any or all
of the following:
(a) order that the Form F7 financial statement [SCR Form 89], applicable
income document or particulars, as the case may be, be filed or served or
both on terms the court considers appropriate;
(b) dismiss that party’s claim or application;
(c) strike out that party’s response or response to counterclaim;
(d) proceed under Rule 17-7 to punish the party for contempt of court;
(e) impose a fine under section 92 (1) of the Family Relations Act;
(f) draw an adverse inference against the party;
(g) attribute income to that party in an amount the court considers appropriate;
(h) make an order as to costs. [60D (34)]
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Confidentiality of Information
Confidentiality

(30)

Any person who has access to documents obtained under this rule must keep the
documents and any information contained in them in confidence and must not
disclose the documents or information to anyone other than
(a) for the purposes of a valuation of an asset,
(b) for a determination of the disclosing party’s income, or
(c) in the course of permitting the documents to be introduced into evidence
during the family law case. [60D (35)]

Sealing of financial information

(31)

If the court considers that public disclosure of any information filed in a family law
case to which this rule applies would be a hardship on the person in respect of whom
the information is filed,
(a) the court may order that the whole or any part of the document in which
the information is contained, and the whole or any part of the transcript of
the cross-examination on the document, must promptly be sealed in an
envelope, and
(b) if an order is made under paragraph (a), no person may search the sealed
documents without an order of the court. [60D (36)]

Conflict with Guidelines
Child support guidelines prevail

(32)

If and to the extent that there is a conflict between any provision of this rule and a
provision of the child support guidelines, the provision of the child support
guidelines prevails. [60D (37)]

No conflict

(33)

For the purposes of subrule (32), it is not a conflict between the child support
guidelines and this rule merely because this rule
(a) requires a person to provide information that is different from or additional
to the information, if any, that that person would be obliged to provide
under the child support guidelines,
(b) requires that certain information required by this rule but not by the child
support guidelines be presented in a manner or form that is different from
the manner or form in which information required under the child support
guidelines is to be presented, or
(c) requires the provision, in one manner or form, of information some or all
of which is required under the child support guidelines to be provided in a
different manner or form. [60D (38)]
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PART 5 – SERVICE
Rule 5-1 – Address for Service
The address for service rules are similar to existing rules dealing with address for delivery. The
term “delivery” is not used in the SCFR Concept Draft (see below under Service of
Documents). The options of using an e-mail address in some circumstances and adding an
address for service for the FMEP Director have been added to the rules. In order to change an
address for service, a party must file a notice of change of address.

Required address

(1)

A person’s address for service must be one of the following:
(a) if the person is represented by a lawyer in the family law case,
(i) the office address of that lawyer, and
(ii) if the lawyer wishes to provide an additional address for service, one
or both of his or her fax number and his or her e-mail address;
(b) if the person is not represented by a lawyer in the family law case,
(i) a residential address or business address within 16 kilometres of the
registry, or
(ii) if the person has neither a residential address nor a business address
within 16 kilometres of the registry, both
(A) the residential address or business address of the person, and
(B) a postal address in British Columbia, a fax number or an email address; [4 (7)]
(c) in the case of the FMEP Director, one or both of the following:
(i) a post office box number;
(ii) a fax number.

Required address must be available for service of documents

(2)

An address for service, other than a mailing address, fax number or e-mail address,
must describe a unique and identifiable place, other than a post office box, that is
accessible to the public for the delivery of documents during normal business hours.
[4 (7.1)]

Party must notify of change of address

(3)

If a party’s address for service changes, the party must promptly
(a) file in the registry a notice of change of address in Form F9, [SCR Form
12] and
(b) serve a copy of the filed notice on every other party.
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Rule 5-2 – Service of Documents
Service provisions have been simplified and located in one rule. There are two types of service:
personal service and ordinary service and, as noted above, the term “delivery” is not used.
Most documents are served by ordinary service. Those that are served by personal service are
listed in one subrule. Personal service requires service by someone other than the party
responsible for service of the document. This is a change from the existing rule where personal
service by someone else is only required for service of a writ of summons and statement of
claim.

Types of Service
Documents normally to be served by ordinary service

(1)

Subject to subrule (3) and unless the court otherwise orders, documents to be served
by a party under these Supreme Court Family Rules may be served by ordinary
service.

How to serve documents by ordinary service

(2)

Unless the court otherwise orders, ordinary service of a document is to be effected
(a) on a party, other than the FMEP Director,
(i) by mailing the document by ordinary mail to the party’s address for
service,
(ii) subject to subrule (6), if a fax number is provided as the party’s
address for service, by faxing the document to that fax number
together with a fax cover sheet in Form F10 [SCR Form 140];
(iii) if an e-mail address is provided as the party’s address for service, by
e-mailing the document to that e-mail address,
(iv) by leaving the document with the party’s lawyer, or
(v) by having a person who is not a party and who is at least 19 years of
age leave the document with the party, or
(b) on the FMEP Director by
(i) mailing it to the post office box number provided by the FMEP
Director, or
(ii) faxing it to the fax number provided by the FMEP Director. [PCR9
(1)]

When documents must be served by personal service

(3)

Unless the court otherwise orders, the following documents must be served by
personal service in accordance with subrule (4):
(a) a notice of family claim;
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(b) a petition;
(c) a counterclaim if that counterclaim is being served on a person who has
not yet filed a notice of family claim, response, counterclaim or response
to counterclaim in the family law case;
(d) a notice of withdrawal under Rule 2-2 (3);
(e) a notice of application to rescind, change or suspend an existing final order
and the accompanying documents referred to in Rule 9-5 (2) (a) ;
(f) a notice of application in a contempt application under Rule 17-7;
(g) a subpoena to a witness;
(h) a request for the recognition of a custody or access order made outside
British Columbia;
(i) any document not mentioned in paragraphs (a) to (h) that is to be served
on a person who is not a party to the family law case.
How to serve documents by personal service

(4)

Unless the court otherwise orders, personal service of a document is to be effected
(a) except in the circumstances set out in paragraph (b) or (c) of this subrule,
by having a person who is not a party and who is at least 19 years of age
leave the document with the person to be served,
(b) if the document is to be served on a person referred to in subrule (5), by
serving it in the manner set out in Rule 3-1 of the Supreme Court Civil
Rules, or
(c) if the document is to be served on the FMEP Director, by
(i) mailing it to the post office box number provided by the FMEP
Director, or
(ii) faxing it to the fax number provided by the FMEP Director. [60
(19)]

Application of Supreme Court Civil Rules

(5)

Rule 3-1 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies to personal service of documents
on a corporation, unincorporated association, infant, mentally incompetent person,
agent, the Attorney General and a member of the Canadian Armed Forces.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
3-1 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
Restriction on service by fax

(6)

A document of 16 pages or more, including the fax cover sheet, may be served by
fax if it is transmitted
(a) between 5 p.m. and the following 8 a.m., or
(b) at another time if the person receiving the document agreed to that time
before service. [11 (6.2)]
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If no address for service given

(7)

If, despite these Supreme Court Family Rules, a party on whom a document is to be
served has no address for service, and if these Supreme Court Family Rules do not
specify that the document must be served by personal service on the party, the
document may be served by mailing a copy of the document by ordinary mail to
(a) the lawyer acting for the party in the family law case, or
(b) if the party has no lawyer in the family law case, to the party’s last known
address. [11 (10)]

When personal service is considered to be completed

(8)

If a document is served by personal service after 4 p.m., the document is deemed to
have been served on the next day that is not a Saturday or a holiday. [3 (1) (b)]

When service by mail is considered to be completed

(9)

A document sent for service by ordinary mail under this rule is considered to be
served one week later on the same day of the week as the day of mailing, or, if that
day is a Saturday or holiday, on the next day that is not a Saturday or holiday. [11
(6.3)]

When service by fax or e-mail is considered to be completed

(10)

A document transmitted for service by fax or e-mail under this rule is considered to
be served
(a) on the day of the transmission if the document is transmitted before 4
p.m., or
(b) on the next day that is not a Saturday or holiday, if the document is
transmitted after 4 p.m. [11(6.4)]

Alternative Methods of Service
Alternative service methods

(11)

If it is impracticable to serve a document in the manner required by these Supreme
Court Family Rules or if the person to be served
(a) cannot be found after a diligent search, or
(b) is evading service of the documents,
the court may make an order, on application without notice, granting permission to
use an alternative method of service. [PCR9 (7)]

[See Rule 5-3 for rules on how service is effected outside of British Columbia.]
If an alternative service method is permitted

(12)

If a document is to be served by an alternative method permitted under subrule (11),
a copy of the order permitting that alternative method must be served with the
document unless
(a) the court otherwise orders, or
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(b) the alternative method of service permitted under subrule (11) is service
by advertisement. [PCR9 (8)]
Service by advertisement

(13)

If, under subrule (11), the court permits a document to be served by advertisement,
(a) the advertisement must be in Form F11, [form to be created] and
(b) the party who obtained permission to serve by advertisement must pay for
the advertisement. [PCR9 (9)]

Proving Service
Proof of service

(14)

Service of a document is proved as follows:
(a) service on a person of a notice of family claim is proved
(i) by filing an affidavit of personal service in Form F12, [form to be
created] or
(ii) by the person filing a response;
(b) service of a counterclaim on a person who has not filed a notice of family
claim, response, counterclaim or response to counterclaim is proved
(i) by filing an affidavit of personal service in Form F12, [form to be
created] or
(ii) by the person filing a response to counterclaim;
(c) service on a person of a petition is proved
(i) by filing an affidavit of personal service in Form F12, [form to be
created] or
(ii) by the person filing a response to petition;
(d) service of any other document served by personal service is proved by
filing an affidavit of personal service in Form F12; [form to be created]
(e) service of any document that is served by ordinary service is proved
(i) by filing an affidavit of ordinary service in Form F13, [form to be
created] or
(ii) by filing a written acknowledgment of receipt in Form F14, [SCR
Form 5.1] signed by the party or lawyer on whom the document
was served. [PCR9 (10)]

Content of affidavit of service

(15)

An affidavit of service must state when, where, how and by whom service was
effected. [11 (7)]
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Affidavit of service for divorce

(16)

An affidavit of service of a notice of family claim in which a divorce is claimed must
state the means by which the person swearing the affidavit identified the person who
was served. [60 (20)]

Service acknowledged by lawyer

(17)

If a document is served on a party by mailing it to the party’s lawyer under subrule
(2) (a) (i) or by leaving it with the party’s lawyer under subrule (2) (a) (iv), the
service need not be verified by affidavit if the service is acknowledged in writing by
that lawyer. [11 (8)]

Admissibility of other evidence of service

(18)

Nothing in subrules (14) to (17) restricts the court from considering any other
evidence of service that the court considers appropriate in the circumstances. [PCR9
(11)]

Relief
If service is alleged to be ineffective

(19)

If a document has been served in accordance with this rule but a person can show
that the document
(a) did not come to his or her notice,
(b) did come to his or her notice later than when it was served, or
(c) was incomplete or illegible,
the court may set aside an order, extend time, order an adjournment or make such
other order as it considers will further the object of these Supreme Court Family
Rules. [11 (6.5)]
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Rule 5-3 – Service outside British Columbia
Unless the right to serve outside of BC is provided by statute, parties must rely on the Court
Jurisdiction and Proceedings Transfer Act, which authorizes service outside of BC without
leave. Where cases are not covered by the CJTPA or other legislation, such as those involving
FRA property claims, this rule (which continues SCR 13) applies.

Service outside British Columbia without leave

(1)

A notice of family claim, counterclaim or petition may be served on a person outside
British Columbia without leave if the court has jurisdiction in relation to the family
law case under section 10 of the Court Jurisdiction and Proceedings Transfer Act,
section 44 or 45 of the Family Relations Act or section 3 or 4 of the Divorce Act
(Canada).

Application for leave to serve outside the jurisdiction

(2)

In any case not provided for in subrule (1), leave of the court must be obtained
before a notice of family claim, response, counterclaim or response to counterclaim
or other document may be served outside British Columbia, and the court may grant
such leave on an application referred to in subrule (3). [13 (3)]

Applications may be made without notice

(3)

An application for leave to serve a person outside British Columbia
(a) may be made without notice under Rule 9-5 (1) (b), and
(b) must be supported by an affidavit or other evidence showing
(i) in what place or country that person is or probably may be found,
and
(ii) the grounds on which the application is made. [13 (4)]

Service of order and related documents

(4)

If an order is made granting leave to serve a notice of family claim, counterclaim or
petition outside British Columbia, the following documents must be served with that
notice of family claim, counterclaim or petition:
(a) a copy of the notice of application, or requisition, for leave to serve;
(b) a copy of all affidavits in support of the application;
(c) a copy of the order granting leave to serve. [13 (5)]

If service without leave valid

(5)

This rule does not invalidate service of a document outside British Columbia without
leave of the court if the document could have been validly served apart from this
rule. [13 (7)]
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Contract containing terms for service

(6)

Despite this rule, the parties to a contract may agree
(a) that the court will have jurisdiction to hear a family law case in respect of
the contract, and
(b) that service of a document in the family law case may be effected at any
place, within or outside British Columbia, on any party, or on any person
on behalf of any party, or in a manner specified or indicated in the
contract. [13 (8)]

Contract won’t invalidate effective service

(7)

Service of a document in accordance with an agreement referred to in subrule (6) is
effective service, but no contractual stipulation as to service of a document
invalidates service that would otherwise be effective under these Supreme Court
Family Rules. [13 (9)]

Definition

(8)

In subrules (9) to (12), “Convention” means the Convention on the Service Abroad
of Judicial and Extra Judicial Documents in Civil or Commercial Matters, signed at
the Hague on November 15, 1965. [13 (11)]

Manner of service abroad

(9)

A document may be served outside British Columbia
(a) in a manner provided by these Supreme Court Family Rules for service in
British Columbia,
(b) in a manner provided by the law of the place where service is made if, by
that manner of service, the document could reasonably be expected to
come to the notice of the person to be served, or
(c) in a state that is a contracting state under the Convention, in a manner
provided by or permitted under the Convention. [13 (12)]

Proof of service abroad

(10)

Service of a document outside British Columbia may be proved
(a) in a manner provided by these Supreme Court Family Rules for proof of
service in British Columbia,
(b) in the manner provided for proof of service by the law of the place where
service was made regardless of the manner under subrule (9) by which
service was effected, or
(c) in accordance with the Convention, if service was effected under subrule
(9) (c). [13 (13)]

Forms

(11)

If service is desired to be made in accordance with Article 5 of the Convention,
Forms F15 [SCR Form 104] and F16 [SCR Form 105] must be used. [13 (14)]
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Certificate

(12)

If an authority has, in accordance with Article 6 of the Convention, completed a
certificate in Form F17 [SCR Form 106] the certificate is evidence of the facts
stated in it. [13 (15)]
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PART 6 – AMENDMENTS OF DOCUMENTS AND
CHANGES OF PARTIES
Rule 6-1 – Amendment of Notice of Family Claim, Response,
Counterclaim or Response to Counterclaim
The proposed rule is more liberal than the existing rule (SCR 24) in allowing amendments
anytime, without leave or consent, before the notice of trial is filed. Like SCR 24, amendments
after the notice trial is filed are by consent or with leave of the court. The rest of the rule tracks
SCR 24.

When notice of family claim, response, counterclaim
or response to counterclaim may be amended

(1)

A party may amend the whole or any part of, including any Schedule to, a notice of
family claim, response, counterclaim or response to counterclaim filed by the party
(a) at any time before a notice of trial is filed, or
(b) after a notice of trial is filed, only with
(i) leave of the court, or
(ii) written consent of the parties. [24 (1)]

How amendments made

(2)

Unless the court otherwise orders, to amend a document under subrule (1), a party
must
(a) amend the document in accordance with subrule (3),
(b) indicate on the amended document the date on which the original version
of the document was filed, and
(c) file the amended document. [24 (2)]

Identifying amendments

(3)

Unless the court otherwise orders, an amendment to a document must be dated,
identified and underlined. [24 (3)]

Service of amended documents

(4)

Unless the court otherwise orders, if a party amends a document under this rule, the
party must,
(a) within 7 days after the amendment, serve a copy of the filed amended
document on each party, and
(b) promptly after filing the amended document and before taking any further
step in the family law case, serve by personal service in accordance with
Rule 5-2 (4) a copy of the filed amended document on any person named
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as a party to the family law case who has not filed a notice of family
claim, response, counterclaim or response to counterclaim. [24 (6)]
Responding to amended document

(5)

If a document (in this subrule and in subrule (6), the “original document”) is
amended under this rule, a party on whom the amended document is served under
subrule (4) (a)
(a) may
(i) amend the document he or she filed in response to the original
document, and
(ii) in that case, must, within 14 days after being served with the
amended document, serve a copy of the filed amended responding
document on each party, and
(b) has the same period of time for filing a responding document to the
amended document as the party had to file a responding document to the
original document. [24 (7)]

Failure to serve amended responding document

(6)

If a party on whom an amended document is served under subrule (4) (a) does not
serve an amended responding document as provided in subrule (5), the document he
or she filed in response to the original document is deemed to be the document he or
she filed in response to the amended document. [24 (9)]
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Rule 6-2 – Change of Parties
Subrules from SCR 15, which apply to family cases, are included in this rule.

Removing, adding or substituting party by order

(1)

At any stage of a family law case, the court, on application by any person, may
(a) order that a person cease to be party if that person is not or has ceased to
be a proper or necessary party,
(b) order that a person be added or substituted as a party if
(i) that person ought to have been joined as a party, or
(ii) that person’s participation in the family law case is necessary to
ensure that all matters in the family law case may be adjudicated on,
and
(c) order that a person be added as a party if there may exist, between the
person and any party to the family law case, a question or issue relating to
or connected with
(i) any relief claimed in the family law case, or
(ii) the subject matter of the family law case
that, in the opinion of the court, it would be just and convenient to
determine as between the person and that party. [15 (5)]

Procedure if party added, removed or substituted by order

(2)

Unless the court otherwise orders, if an order is made under subrule (1) adding,
removing or substituting a party,
(a) the notice of family claim must be amended in accordance with Rule 6-1
(2) and (3), a reference to the order must be endorsed on that amended
notice of family claim and Rule 6-1 (4) to (6) applies, and
(b) if a person is made a party under the order,
(i) a copy of the order must be served on the person along with the
amended document served under Rule 6-1 (4),
(ii) the person may apply to the court to change or cancel the order
within 21 days after the date on which the order is served on the
person under subparagraph (i) of this paragraph, and
(iii) unless the court orders in an application under subparagraph (ii) or
otherwise that the person not be added as a party, these Supreme
Court Family Rules apply in relation to that added party as if the
amended notice of family claim were a new notice of family claim.
[15 (6)]
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Consent required

(3)

A person must not be added or substituted as a claimant or petitioner without the
person’s consent. [15 (5)]

Effect of order

(4)

Unless the court otherwise orders, if a person becomes a party in substitution for a
former party, all things done in the family law case before the person became a party
have the same effect in relation to that person as they had in relation to the former
party, but the substituted party, other than a claimant or petitioner, must file a
response or response to counterclaim, as the case may be. [15 (7)]
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PART 7 – PROCEDURES FOR OBTAINING INFORMATION
AND DOCUMENTS
Rule 7-1 – Discovery and Inspection of Documents
The proposed rule has replaced the demand for discovery of documents with a requirement to
provide a list of documents. The test for discovery of documents and is the same as that
proposed in the Civil Rules Concept Draft, which is narrower than the existing Rule (SCR
26(1)):
- all documents referred to in the listing party’s notice of family claim, response,
counterclaim or response to counterclaim;
- all documents to which the party intends to refer at trial; and
- all documents that are or have been in the party’s control that could, if available, be used
by any party at trial to prove or disprove a material fact.
Generally the proposed rule tracks the provisions of SCR 26(7)-(15) and SCR 68(19)-(21).

List must be served

(1)

Unless the parties otherwise consent or the court otherwise orders,
(a) a person who files a notice of family claim or a counterclaim must serve
his or her list of documents on a party within 28 days after being served
with that person’s response or response to counterclaim, and
(b) a person who files a response or a response to counterclaim must serve his
or her list of documents on a party within 28 days after serving his or her
response or response to counterclaim on that party

Contents of list

(2)

A list of documents referred to in subrule (1) must be in Form F18 [SCR Form 18]
and must list
(a) all documents referred to in the listing party’s notice of family claim,
response, counterclaim or response to counterclaim,
(b) all documents to which the party intends to refer at trial, and
(c) all documents that are or have been in the party’s possession or control
and that could, if available, be used by any party at trial to prove or
disprove a material fact.

Court may alter requirements

(3)

The court may
(a) order that a party be excused from compliance with subrule (1), (2), (5),
(12) or (13), either generally or in respect of one or more documents or
classes of documents, or [26 (1.2)]
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(b) order that a party amend the party’s list of documents to include additional
documents, and, without limiting this, order the party to add to the list
documents that are or have been in the party’s possession or control
relating to any or all matters in question in the family law case.
Documents to be enumerated

(4)

Subject to subrules (5) and (6), each party’s list of documents must include a brief
description of each listed document. [26 (1.3)]

Claim for privilege

(5)

If it is claimed that a document is privileged from production, the claim must be
made in the list of documents with a statement of the grounds of the privilege. [26
(2)]

Nature of privileged documents to be described

(6)

The nature of any document for which privilege from production is claimed must be
described in a manner that, without revealing information that is privileged, will
enable other parties to assess the validity of the claim of privilege. [26 (2.1)]

Affidavit verifying list of documents

(7)

The court may order a party to serve an affidavit verifying a list of documents. [26
(3)]

Continuing obligation to provide list

(8)

If a party who has provided a list of documents later learns that the list is inaccurate
or incomplete, the party is under a continuing obligation to
(a) amend the list,
(b) serve on the other parties the amended list, and
(c) make the originals of the newly listed documents available for inspection
in accordance with subrule (12). [68 (17)]

Party may request additional documents

(9)

If a party who has received a list of documents believes that the list omits documents
or a class of documents that should have been disclosed, the party may, by written
demand, require the party who prepared the list to
(a) amend the list,
(b) serve on the demanding party the revised list, and
(c) make the originals of the newly listed documents available for inspection
and copying in accordance with subrule (12). [68 (19)]

Application for production of documents

(10)

If a party who receives a demand under subrule (9) does not fully comply with the
demand within 7 days after receipt or within such other period as the parties may
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agree, the party making the demand may apply for an order requiring the party who
received the demand to comply with it. [68 (20)]
Court may order production of documents

(11)

On an application under subrule (10) in relation to a list of documents, the court may
order the party who prepared the list to
(a) amend the list,
(b) serve the amended list on the other parties, and
(c) make the originals of the newly listed documents available for inspection
in accordance with subrule (12). [68 (21)]

Inspection of documents

(12)

A party who has served a list of documents on any other party must allow the other
party to inspect and copy the listed documents that are in the serving party’s
possession or control, except those documents that the serving party objects to
producing, and, when the serving party serves the list, that party must also serve a
notice stating a place where the documents may be inspected and copied during
normal business hours. [26 (7)]

Copies of documents

(13)

If a party is entitled to inspect documents in the possession or control of another
party, the party having possession or control of the documents must, on request and
on receiving payment in advance of the cost of reproduction and service, serve on
the requesting party copies of the documents, if reproducible, for which a request has
been made. [26 (9)]

Order to produce document

(14)

The court may order the production of a document for inspection and copying by any
party or by the court at a time and place and in the manner it considers appropriate.
[26 (10)]

Documents not in possession of party

(15)

If a document is in the possession or control of a person who is not a party, the court,
on an application under Rule 9-5 (1) (d) brought on notice to the person and the
parties, may order production and inspection of the document or preparation of a
certified copy that may be used instead of the original. [26 (11)]

Order by consent

(16)

An order under subrule (15) may be made by consent if that order is endorsed with
an acknowledgment by the person in possession or control of the document that the
person has no objection to the terms of the proposed order. [26 (11)]
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Inspection of document by court

(17)

If, on an application for production of a document, production is objected to on the
grounds of privilege, the court may inspect the document for the purpose of deciding
the validity of the objection. [26 (12)]

Party may not use document

(18)

Unless the court otherwise orders, if a party fails to make discovery of or produce for
inspection or copying a document as required by this rule, the party may not put the
document in evidence in the family law case or use it for the purpose of examination
or cross-examination. [26 (14)]

Determination of issue before discovery

(19)

If the party from whom discovery or inspection of a document is sought objects to
that discovery or inspection, the court may, if satisfied that for any reason it is
desirable that an issue or question in dispute in a family law case should be
determined before deciding on the right to discovery or inspection, order that the
issue or question be determined first and reserve the question of discovery or
inspection. [26 (15)]
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Rule 7-2 – Examinations for Discovery
The SCFR Concept Draft provides for examinations for discovery and the procedure set out in
the Civil Rules applies, although the amount of discovery available without court approval is
more limited under the family rules. The SCFR Concept Draft provides for 3 hours of
examination for discovery by right and 12 hours by consent (or 3 hours times the number of
examining parties, whichever is greater). Further discoveries are allowed only by order of the
court. Under the civil rules there are no limits on examinations for discovery by consent,
provided the consent is reflected in a case plan order.
The Civil Rules are referenced with respect to examinations for discovery, pre-trial
examination of witness, physical examination and inspection, admissions, and depositions.

Examination of parties

(1)

Each party to a family law case must make himself or herself available for
examinations for discovery by the other parties to the family law case who are
adverse in interest and, subject to subrule (2) of this rule, Rule 6-2, other than Rule
6-2 (2), of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies.

Limitations

(2)

Unless the court otherwise orders, the examinations for discovery, including all
examinations under Rule 6-2 (16), (21) and (23) of the Supreme Court Civil Rules,
conducted of a person under this rule by all parties of record who are adverse in
interest must not, in total, exceed in duration
(a) 3 hours, or
(b) any greater period to which the person to be examined consents, up to a
maximum of the greater of
(i) 12 hours, and
(ii) 3 hours multiplied by the number of those examining parties. [27
(1)]

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in
Rule 6-2 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 7-3 – Pre-Trial Examination of Witness
Order for examination

(1)

If a person who is not a party to a family law case may have material evidence
relating to a matter in question in the case, the court may order that the person be
examined on oath on the matters in question in the case, and Rule 6-5 of the
Supreme Court Civil Rules applies.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
6-5 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 7-4 – Physical Examination and Inspection
Order for medical examination

(1)

If the physical or mental condition of a person is in issue in a family law case, the
court may order that the person submit to examination by a medical practitioner or
other qualified person and Rule 6-6 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies.

Order for inspection and preservation of property

(2)

If the court considers it necessary or expedient for the purpose of obtaining full
information or evidence, it may order the production, inspection and preservation of
any property and authorize samples to be taken or observations to be made or
experiments to be conducted on or with the property and Rule 6-6 of the Supreme
Court Civil Rules applies.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
6-6 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 7-5 – Admissions
Notice to admit

(1)

In a family law case in which a response has been filed, a party may, by notice,
request any other party to admit, for the purposes of the family law case only, the
truth of a fact or the authenticity of a document specified in the notice and Rule 6-7
of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies. [31 (1)]

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
6-7 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 7-6 – Depositions
Examination of person

(1)

A person may be examined on oath before or during trial in order that the record of
the examination be available to be tendered as evidence at the trial and Rule 6-8 of
the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies. [38 (1)]

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
6-8 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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PART 8 – CONFERENCES AND MEDIATIONS
Rule 8-1 – Judicial Case Conference
The JCC rule in the SCFR Concept Draft incorporates many provisions from Rule 60(E). The
rule provides that parties must not serve a notice of application or affidavit in support, conduct
an examination for discovery, or file a notice of trial unless a JCC has been conducted. Limited
exceptions to this rule are listed at Rule 8-1(3) and are similar to the existing rule, with the
addition of applications to change (vary) a final order. However, a judge may also direct a JCC
at any time and one party may apply for a JCC at any time. The powers of the court at a JCC
have been expanded to include the power to refer parties to a Family Justice Counselor or child
support clerk, to parenting after separation (PAS), or to a private mediator with consent of
parties. The rule also gives the power to give a non-binding opinion and to make short term
temporary custody and support orders.

Requirement for Judicial Case Conference
Requesting a judicial case conference

(1)

A party may request a judicial case conference at any time. [60E (1)]

Requirement to hold judicial case conference

(2)

Subject to subrules (3) to (5), unless a judicial case conference has been conducted in
relation to the family law case, a party must not
(a) serve on another party a notice of application or an affidavit in support,
(b) conduct an examination for discovery, or [60E (1)]
(c) file a notice of trial.

Exceptions
Applications that may be brought before a judicial case conference

(3)

A party may file and serve a notice of application and supporting affidavits in
respect of any of the following applications even though a judicial case conference
has not been conducted in relation to the family law case:
(a) an application for a declaration under section 57 of the Family Relations
Act that there is no reasonable prospect of reconciliation;
(b) an application for an order under section 67 of the Family Relations Act
restraining the disposition of assets;
(c) an application for a consent order;
(d) an application without notice;
(e) an application to change a final order. [60E (2)]
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Family law cases that may be set for trial before a judicial case conference

(4)

A party may file a notice of trial in an undefended family law case even though a
judicial case conference has not been conducted in relation to the family law case.

Court may relieve party from requirement of subrule (1)

(5)

On application by a party, the court may relieve a party from a requirement of
subrule (2) if
(a) it is premature to require the parties to attend a judicial case conference,
(b) it is impracticable or unfair to require the party to comply with the
requirements of subrule (2),
(c) the application referred to in subrule (2) (a) is urgent,
(d) delaying the application referred to in subrule (2) (a) or requiring the party
to attend a judicial case conference is or might be dangerous to the health
or safety of any person, or
(e) the court considers it appropriate that the party be relieved from that
requirement. [60E (3)]

How to apply for relief

(6)

To bring an application under subrule (5) for relief, a party must file
(a) a requisition in Form F19, [SCR Form 56] and
(b) a letter signed by the party or his or her lawyer setting out the reasons why
the relief is sought.

Powers of the court

(7)

On an application under subrule (5), the court may do one or more of the following:
(a) require that further material be provided;
(b) require that the party or lawyer appear in person to speak to the
application;
(c) make the order without requiring the party or lawyer to appear to speak to
the application;
(d) refuse to make the order;
(e) make any order the court considers will further the object of these
Supreme Court Family Rules. [60E (4)]

Arranging the Judicial Case Conference
How to request a judicial case conference

(8)

To request a judicial case conference, a party must file a notice of judicial case
conference in Form F20. [SCR Form 145] [60E (5)]

What must be served if judicial case conference is requested

(9)

The party requesting a judicial case conference must serve on each of the other
parties, at least 30 days before the date set for the judicial case conference,
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(a) the notice of judicial case conference filed under subrule (8), and
(b) a copy of Parts 1, 2, 3 and 4 of a Form F7 financial statement [SCR Form
89] along with the applicable income documents referred to in section B of
Part 1 of Form F7 financial statement [SCR Form 89]. [60E (6)]
Court may require a judicial case conference

(10)

At any stage of a family law case, the court may direct that a judicial case conference
take place and may order a party to serve a notice of judicial case conference and the
financial documents referred to in subrule (9) (b) in accordance with subrule (9).
[60E (7)]

Form F7 must be filed before judicial case conference

(11)

A party serving a notice of judicial case conference in accordance with subrule (9) or
(10) must, at least 7 days before the date set for the judicial case conference, file the
original of Parts 1, 2, 3 and 4 of a Form F7 financial statement [SCR Form 89]
along with the applicable income documents referred to in section B of Part 1 of
Form F7 financial statement [SCR Form 89].[60E (7.1)]

Other parties must file and serve Form F7

(12)

At least 7 days before the date set for a judicial case conference, a party who has
been served with a notice of judicial case conference in accordance with subrule (9)
or (10) must
(a) serve on the party who served the notice of judicial case conference and on
every other party a copy of Parts 1, 2, 3 and 4 of a Form F7 financial
statement [SCR Form 89] along with the applicable income documents
referred to in section B of Part 1 of Form F7 financial statement [SCR
Form 89], and
(b) file the originals of those Parts 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the Form F7 financial
statement [SCR Form 89] along with the applicable income documents
referred to in section B of Part 1 of Form F7 financial statement [SCR
Form 89]. [60E (7.2)]

Conduct of Judicial Case Conference
Judicial case conference must be conducted by judge or master

(13)

A judicial case conference must be conducted by a judge or master. [60E (8)]

Who must attend the judicial case conference

(14)

Unless the court otherwise orders, if a judicial case conference is held, each of the
parties and his or her lawyer must attend that judicial case conference. [60E (9)]

Absent parties must be available and accessible by telephone or other means

(15)

If the court orders that a party need not attend a judicial case conference, the party
must be readily available and immediately accessible for consultation during the
judicial case conference, either in person or by telephone. [PCR 8 (3)]
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What happens at the judicial case conference

(16)

The court may do one or more of the following at a judicial case conference:
(a) identify the issues that are in dispute and those that are not in dispute and
explore ways in which the issues in dispute may be resolved without
recourse to trial;
(b) make an order to which all of the parties consent;
(c) mediate any of the issues in dispute;
(d) with the consent of the parties, refer any issues to mediation with a private
mediator;
(e) refer the parties to a family justice counsellor, or to a person designated by
the Attorney General to provide specialized support assistance, if the court
has received written advice from the regional manager that the person is
readily available to the parties; [6 (6)]
(f) direct a party to attend the Parenting after Separation program operated by
the Family Justice Services Division (Justice Services Branch), Ministry
of Attorney General;
(g) make an order respecting amendment of a notice of family claim,
response, counterclaim or response to counterclaim within a fixed time;
(h) make an order that one or more lists of documents be exchanged in the
family law case;
(i) make orders respecting the content of lists of documents;
(j) make orders respecting examinations for discovery;
(k) make an order respecting experts, including an order appointing a joint
expert under Rule 12-12;
(l) direct that any or all applications must be made within a specified time;
(m) reserve a trial date for the family law case or reserve a date for a trial that
is restricted to issues defined by the parties;
(n) set a date for a trial management conference under Rule 12-3;
(o) make any order that may be made at a trial management conference under
Rule 12-3 (6);
(p) without hearing witnesses, give a non-binding opinion on the probable
outcome of a hearing or trial;
(q) make an order respecting timing of events;
(r) direct the parties to obtain a custody and access assessment on such terms
as to payment and otherwise as the court considers appropriate;
(s) adjourn the judicial case conference;
(t) direct the parties to attend a further judicial case conference at a specified
date and time;
(u) make a short-term interim custody, access or support order that on its
terms is to apply until the earlier of
(i) a specified date, and
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(ii) the hearing of an application for relief on the same issues;
(v) make any procedural order or give any direction that the court considers
will further the object of these Supreme Court Family Rules. [7 (4)] [60E
(11) and (12)]
Non-attendance at judicial case conference

(17)

Without limiting any other power of the court under these Supreme Court Family
Rules, if a party fails to appear at a judicial case conference, the court may
(a) proceed in the absence of the party who failed to appear,
(b) exercise any of the powers of the court under subrule (16), and
(c) order that the party who failed to appear pay costs to the other party. [60E
(10)]

Judge or master may be seized of further applications

(18)

At a judicial case conference, or at any other time, a judge or master may order that
all applications in the family law case be heard by that judge or master. [60E (13)]

Other judges or masters may hear applications

(19)

A judge or master who has made an order under subrule (18) may at any time direct
that any or all applications in the family law case may be heard by another judge or
master. [60E (14)]
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Rule 8-2 – Notice to Mediate
The notice to mediate rule allows one party to serve the other party or parties with a notice
requiring them to attend a mediation session. Notice to mediate regulations apply to most types
of civil cases already. The proposed notice to mediate rule for family law cases is based on a
rule currently being piloted in Victoria and Nanaimo. Prior to it being introduced the Rule was
subject to province-wide consultation. The outcome of the pilot will determine if and where
this rule will be applied.
Definitions

(1)

In this rule:
“agreement to mediate” means an agreement referred to in subrule (14);
“date of trial” means the trial date set out in a notice of trial;
“mediation” means a collaborative process in which 2 or more parties meet and
attempt, with the assistance of a mediator, to resolve issues in dispute between
them;
“mediation session” means a meeting between 2 or more parties to a family law
case during which they are engaged in mediation;
“mediator” means a neutral and impartial facilitator with no decision making
power who assists parties in negotiating a mutually acceptable settlement of
issues in dispute between them;
“participant” means a party to a family law case who has not been exempted,
under subrule (24) , from attending the mediation session;
“pre-mediation meeting” means a meeting referred to in subrule (12);
“roster organization” means any body designated by the Attorney General to
select mediators for the purposes of this rule.

Application

(2)

This rule applies to all family law cases.

Initiating mediation

(3)

Subject to subrules (2) and (4), any party to a family law case may initiate mediation
in that case by serving a Notice to Mediate (Family) in Form F21 [form to be
created] on every other party to the case and to the Dispute Resolution Office,
Ministry of Attorney General.

Not more than one mediation under this rule in any family law case

(4)

Unless the court otherwise orders, not more than one mediation may be initiated
under this rule in relation to any family law case.
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When notice to mediate must be served

(5)

Unless the court otherwise orders, a Notice to Mediate may be served under subrule
(3) no earlier than 90 days after the filing of the first response in the family law case
and no later than 90 days before the date of trial.

Appointment of mediator

(6)

The participants must jointly appoint a mutually acceptable mediator within 14 days
after the Notice to Mediate has been served on all parties.

Application to roster organization

(7)

If the participants do not jointly appoint a mutually acceptable mediator within the
time required by subrule (6), any participant may apply to a roster organization for
an appointment of a mediator.

Roster organization’s appointment procedure

(8)

The following procedure applies if an application to a roster organization is made
under subrule (7):
(a) the roster organization must, within 7 days after receiving the application,
serve on all participants an identical list containing at least 6 names of
possible mediators;
(b) each participant must, within 7 days after receipt of the list referred to in
paragraph (a) of this subrule,
(i) delete from the list up to 2 names to which the participant objects,
(ii) number the remaining names on the list in order of preference, and
(iii) serve the amended list on the roster organization;
(c) if a participant does not serve the amended list within the time referred to
in paragraph (b), the participant is deemed to have accepted all of the
names;
(d) within 7 days after the expiry of the 7 day period referred to in paragraph
(b), the roster organization must select the mediator from the remaining
names on the list or, if no names remain on that list, from any available
mediators, whether or not the selected mediator was included on the
original list provided under paragraph (a), taking into account the
following:
(i) the order of preference indicated by the participants on the returned
lists;
(ii) the need for the mediator to be neutral and independent;
(iii) the qualifications of the mediator;
(iv) the mediator’s fees;
(v) the mediator’s availability;
(vi) any other consideration likely to result in the selection of an
impartial, competent and effective mediator.
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Notification of mediator

(9)

Promptly after a roster organization selects the mediator, the roster organization
must notify the participants in writing of that selection.

Deemed date of appointment of mediator

(10)

The mediator selected by a roster organization is deemed to be appointed by the
participants on the date that the notice is sent under subrule (9).

Replacement of appointed mediator

(11)

If the mediator selected by the roster organization under subrule (8) (d) is unable or
unwilling to act as mediator, the selected mediator or any participant may so notify
the roster organization and the roster organization must, within 7 days after receiving
that notice, select a new mediator in accordance with subrule (8) (d).

Separate pre-mediation meetings must be held

(12)

The mediator must hold a meeting separately with each participant before a
mediation session.

Pre-mediation meeting

(13)

At a pre-mediation meeting with a participant, the mediator must
(a) undertake a screening process for power imbalance, domestic violence and
abuse, and assess whether mediation is appropriate in the circumstances
determined from that process,
(b) discuss with the participant the importance of independent legal advice,
and
(c) endeavour to have the participant consider all organizational matters
relating to the mediation including the following:
(i) the issues that are to be dealt with during the mediation process;
(ii) pre-mediation disclosure of documents;
(iii) exchange of documents;
(iv) obtaining and exchanging expert reports;
(v) scheduling;
(vi) review and signing of an agreement to mediate.

Agreement to mediate

(14)

An agreement referred to in subrule (13) (c) (vi) must include
(a) information about the mediation process,
(b) information about the fees and disbursements the mediator will charge,
and
(c) a statement that the mediator has discussed with the participants the
importance of their obtaining independent legal advice.
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Power of mediator to end process

(15)

Without limiting any other of the mediator’s rights and powers in relation to the
mediation process, at any time after the mediator has held a pre-mediation meeting,
the mediator may end the mediation process if the mediator, in his or her sole
discretion, concludes that
(a) mediation is not appropriate, or
(b) the mediation process will not be productive
and so advises the participants.

Participants must attend pre-mediation meeting and mediation session

(16)

Unless relieved under subrule (24) or (26) of the obligation to attend, each
participant must
(a) attend a pre-mediation meeting,
(b) before the mediation session, sign an agreement to mediate, and
(c) attend a mediation session in relation to the family law case.

Attendance by representative

(17)

Despite subrule (16) but subject to subrule (18), a participant referred to in subrule
(16) may attend one or both of a pre-mediation meeting and a mediation session by
representative if
(a) the participant is under legal disability and the representative is that
participant’s litigation guardian, or
(b) the participant is authorized to do so by the court on application.

Qualifications of representative

(18)

A representative who attends a mediation session in the place of a participant must
(a) be familiar with all of the relevant facts on which the participant, on whose
behalf the representative attends, intends to rely, and
(b) have full authority to settle, or have access at the earliest practicable
opportunity to a person who has full authority to settle, on behalf of that
participant.

Participants and representatives may be accompanied by counsel

(19)

A participant or representative who attends a pre-mediation meeting or a mediation
session may be accompanied by counsel.

Other persons may attend with consent

(20)

Any other person may,
(a) with the consent of the participant with whom a pre-mediation meeting is
held, attend the pre-mediation meeting, or
(b) with the consent of all of the participants, attend a mediation session.
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Attendance by communications medium

(21)

A person required or entitled to attend a pre-mediation meeting or a mediation
session may attend that meeting or mediation session by telephone or other
communications medium if authorized to do so by the mediator.

Exemption if previous mediation

(22)

Parties to a family law case need not attend a pre-mediation meeting or a mediation
session if all of the parties to the family law case have already been involved in a
mediation session in relation to the matters in issue in that case.

Judicial case conference does not constitute previous mediation

(23)

A judicial case conference is not a mediation session for the purposes of subrule
(22).

Other exemptions

(24)

A party need not attend a pre-mediation meeting or a mediation session if
(a) a party has obtained against another party a restraining order, including,
without limitation, a restraining order under section 37 or 38 of the Family
Relations Act or a peace bond under section 810 of the Criminal Code,
(b) the mediator advises the participants under subrule (15) that mediation is
not appropriate or that the mediation process will not be productive,
(c) the party is exempted from attending the pre-mediation meeting or the
mediation session, as the case may be, under subrule (26), or
(d) the participants agree that the party need not participate in the mediation
process and that agreement is confirmed by the mediator in writing.

Scheduling of mediation session

(25)

A mediation session must occur within 60 days after the appointment of the mediator
but not later than 14 days before the date of trial unless a later specified date
(a) is agreed on by all participants and that agreement is confirmed by the
mediator in writing, or
(b) is ordered by the court.

Applications to court

(26)

On an application, the court may direct that
(a) the mediation proceed on the terms and conditions, if any, and at the time
or times, that the court considers appropriate,
(b) the mediation be adjourned to a later date on the terms and conditions that
the court considers appropriate, or
(c) one or more of the parties is exempt from participating in the mediation
process if in the court’s opinion it is impracticable or materially unfair to
require the party to attend.
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Court may defer mediation session

(27)

On an application for an order referred to in subrule (25) (b), the court
(a) must take into account all of the circumstances, including
(i) whether the mediation will be more likely to succeed if it is
postponed to allow the participants to acquire more information, and
(ii) any other circumstances the court considers appropriate, and
(b) may make any order referred to in subrule (26).

Pre-mediation exchange of information

(28)

At least 14 days before a mediation session is to be held in relation to a family law
case, each participant must serve on the mediator a Statement of Facts and Issues in
Form F22 [form to be created] setting out the factual and legal basis for the
participant’s claim for, or opposition to, the relief sought in the case.

Mediator must distribute statements

(29)

Promptly after receipt of all of the Statements of Facts and Issues required to be
served under subrule (28), the mediator must serve each participant’s statement on
each of the other participants.

Fee declaration

(30)

Before or at a mediation session, the participants must complete a fee declaration in
accordance with subrule (31).

Form of fee declaration

(31)

A fee declaration under subrule (30) must be in Form F23 [form to be created] and
must
(a) disclose the cost of the mediation services, and
(b) contain a declaration by the participants that the cost of the mediation will
be paid
(i) equally by the participants, or
(ii) on any other specified basis agreed by the participants.

Fee declaration binding

(32)

A fee declaration completed under this rule is binding on the participants.

Costs may include mediation cost component

(33)

Despite subrule (32), nothing in subrule (31) or in the fee declaration completed
under this rule precludes there being included in the disbursements awarded to a
party in the family law case an amount to compensate the party for the share of the
cost of the mediation that that party paid under the declaration.
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Conduct of a mediation

(34)

Subject to subrule (13), the mediator may conduct a pre-mediation meeting and the
mediation in any manner he or she considers appropriate to assist the participants to
reach a resolution that is timely, fair and cost-effective.

Allegation of default

(35)

Any participant who is of the opinion that any other participant has failed to comply
with a provision of this rule may apply to the court for an order under subrule (37) or
(38).

Documents required for a default application

(36)

A participant bringing an application under subrule (35) must serve on each of the
other participants
(a) an Allegation of Default in Form F24 [form to be created] respecting the
participant who is alleged to have failed to comply with a provision of this
rule, and
(b) any affidavits in support of the application.

Effect of a default

(37)

On an application referred to in subrule (35), the court may do any one or more of
the following unless the participant in respect of whom the Allegation of Default is
filed satisfies the court that the alleged default did not occur or that there is a
reasonable excuse for the default:
(a) adjourn the application and make an order, on any terms the court
considers will further the objects of these Supreme Court Family Rules,
that
(i) a pre-mediation meeting occur, or
(ii) a mediation session occur;
(b) adjourn the application and make an order that a participant attend one or
both of a pre-mediation meeting and a mediation session;
(c) adjourn the application and make an order that a participant serve a
Statement of Facts and Issues on the mediator;
(d) stay the family law case until the participant in respect of whom the
allegation is filed attends one or both of a pre-mediation meeting and a
mediation session;
(e) make any order it considers appropriate with respect to costs.

Powers of court if disclosure a hardship

(38)

If the court considers that public disclosure of an Allegation of Default and the
related affidavits would be a hardship on a participant, the court may
(a) order that the whole or any part of the Allegation of Default and related
affidavits be sealed in an envelope and that no person may search the
sealed documents without an order of the court, or
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(b) make such other order respecting confidentiality of those documents as the
court considers appropriate.
Court may consider default in ordering costs

(39)

The court may consider a default in making any order about costs, whether that order
is made following final disposition of the family law case or otherwise.

Confidentiality and compellability

(40)

Subject to subrules (41), (42), (43) and (45), a person must not disclose, or be
compelled to disclose, in any civil, criminal, quasi-criminal, administrative or
regulatory action or proceeding,
(a) any oral or written information acquired in anticipation of, during or in
connection with a pre-mediation meeting or a mediation session,
(b) any opinion disclosed in anticipation of, during or in connection with a
pre-mediation meeting or a mediation session, or
(c) any document, offer or admission made in anticipation of, during or in
connection with a pre-mediation meeting or a mediation session.

Documents not subject to confidentiality restrictions

(41)

Subrule (40) does not apply
(a) in respect of any information, opinion, document, offer or admission that
all of the participants agree in writing may be disclosed,
(b) to any fee declaration, agreement to mediate or settlement document made
in anticipation of, during or in connection with a pre-mediation meeting or
a mediation session, or
(c) to any information that does not identify the participants or the family law
case and that is disclosed for research or statistical purposes only.

Limited disclosure available

(42)

Despite subrule (40), if and only to the extent that it is necessary to do so for the
purposes of subrule (35), (36), (37) or (38), a participant may disclose evidence of
any act or failure to act of another participant that is alleged, for the purpose of
subrule (35), to constitute a failure to comply with a provision of this rule.

No restriction on otherwise producible information

(43)

Nothing in this rule precludes a person from introducing into evidence in any civil,
criminal, quasi-criminal, administrative or regulatory action or proceeding any
information or documents produced in the course of the mediation that are otherwise
producible or compellable in those proceedings.

Concluding a mediation

(44)

A mediation is concluded when
(a) all issues are resolved, or
(b) the mediation session is completed and there is no agreement to continue.
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Certificate of Conclusion of Mediation

(45)

When a mediation is concluded, the mediator must serve a Certificate of Conclusion
of Mediation in Form F25 [form to be created] on each of the participants who
requests one or to their lawyer and to the Dispute Resolution Office, Ministry of
Attorney General.
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Rule 8-3 – Settlement Conferences
Under this rule, a judge or master can order a settlement conference at any time.

Settlement conference

(1)

If, at any stage of a family law case, a judge or master directs that the parties attend a
settlement conference, the parties must attend before a judge or master who must, in
private and without hearing witnesses, explore all possibilities of settlement of the
issues that are outstanding.

Proceedings must be recorded

(2)

Proceedings at a settlement conference must be recorded, but no part of that
recording may be made available to or used by any person without court order. [68
(45)]

When judge must not preside

(3)

A judge who has attended at a settlement conference must not preside at the trial,
unless all parties consent.
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PART 9 – OBTAINING ORDERS OTHER THAN AT TRIAL
This part of the SCFR Concept Draft represents a major reorganization and includes some
process changes. It deals with how to obtain orders other than at trial. It has 3 divisions:
- Division 1 deals with general matters such as choosing the appropriate procedure and using
affidavits.
- Division 2 sets out the process for non-final orders and change orders (previously
described as variation orders). This division references the chambers rule from the Civil
Rules.
- Division 3 sets out the process for getting final orders in undefended family law cases.
Final orders in undefended cases, whether a divorce is sought or not, are by way of desk
order. This process also applies to joint family law cases.

DIVISION 1 – PROCEDURE AND AFFIDAVITS
Rule 9-1 – Choosing the Appropriate Procedure
Applications for non-final orders or to rescind, change or suspend a final order

(1)

To obtain a non-final order in a family law case, or to rescind, change or suspend a
final order made in a family law case, a party must apply in accordance with
Rule 9-5.

Applications for final orders in undefended family law cases

(2)

To obtain a final order in an undefended family law case, a party must apply in
accordance with Rule 9-6.

Applications for final orders in defended family law cases

(3)

To obtain a final order in a defended family law case, a party must apply in
accordance with Rule 9-7.
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Rule 9-2 – Place Application is Heard
Place of hearing of application

(1)

Rule 7-2 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies to the place where an application
is heard.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
7-2 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 9-3 – Chambers Proceedings
Procedure for chambers hearings

(1)

Rule 20-1 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies in relation to any of the
following:
(a) a petition proceeding;
(b) an application under Rule 9-5 (1) (d), including an application to rescind,
change or suspend an order;
(c) an application for judgment under Rule 7-5 or 10-3;
(d) an appeal from, or an application to confirm, change or set aside, an order,
a report, a certificate or a recommendation of a master, registrar, special
referee within the meaning of the Supreme Court Civil Rules or other
officer of the court. [52 (2) and (3)]

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
20-1 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 9-4 – Using Affidavits
Affidavits

(1)

Rule 20-2 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies to affidavits used in a family law
case.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
20-2 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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DIVISION 2 – NON-FINAL AND CHANGE ORDERS
Rule 9-5 – Applications for Non-Final Orders or to Rescind, Change or
Suspend a Final Order
How to bring applications for non-final orders

(1)

For applications for non-final orders, the following rules of the Supreme Court Civil
Rules apply:
(a) if the application is for an order by consent, Rule 7-3 or 7-1 of the
Supreme Court Civil Rules;
(b) if notice of the application need not be given, Rule 7-4 or 7-1 of the
Supreme Court Civil Rules;
(c) if the application is urgent, Rule 7-5 or 7-1 of the Supreme Court Civil
Rules;
(d) in any other case, Rule 7-1 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules.

How to bring applications to rescind, change or suspend a final order

(2)

For applications to rescind, change or suspend a final order made by the court in a
family law case, Rule 7-1 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies with the
following changes:
(a) the documents required under Rule 7-1 (3) of the Supreme Court Civil
Rules must be served by personal service in accordance with Rule 5-2 (4)
of these Supreme Court Family Rules on every party and on every other
person, except a child, who may be affected by the orders sought ;
(b) service under paragraph (a) must occur at least 28 days before the date on
which the application is heard.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
7-1, 7-3, 7-4 or 7-5 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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DIVISION 3 – FINAL ORDERS
Rule 9-6 – Final Orders in Undefended Family Law Cases
How to bring applications for judgment in undefended family law case

(1)

To apply for judgment in an undefended family law case, a party must apply
(a) by requisition in accordance with subrule (2), or
(b) at trial. [60 (24)]

How to bring applications by requisition

(2)

A party wishing to apply for judgment under subrule (1) (a) must file the following:
(a) a requisition, in Form F26, [form to be created] setting out briefly the
nature of the relief sought;
(b) a draft of the order or orders sought;
(c) if necessary, proof of service of the notice of family claim, or proof of
service of the counterclaim, as the case may be;
(d) proof that the case is an undefended family law case;
(e) a certificate of the registrar certifying that the notice of family claim,
responses, counterclaims, responses to counterclaim and proceedings are
in order; [60 (25)]
(f) if appropriate, a Child Support Affidavit in Form F27 [SCR Form 133];
[60 (25)]
(g) if a divorce is sought, an affidavit in Form F28. [SCR Form 132]

[It is appropriate to file a child support affidavit under paragraph (f) if
(a) the family law case includes a claim for divorce and the notice of family claim or
response, counterclaim or response to counterclaim identifies a child of the marriage within
the meaning of the Divorce Act (Canada) or
(b) the family law case includes a claim for child support. ]
Evidence in undefended family law case if divorce sought

(3)

In an undefended family law case in which a divorce is sought, the evidence, and any
information required to enable the court to comply with sections 10 and 11 of the
Divorce Act (Canada), may be presented by affidavit, unless the court otherwise
orders. [60 (23)]

Powers of court on application

(4)

On being satisfied that an application under subrule (2) is appropriate, the court may
give any directions it considers will further the object of these Supreme Court
Family Rules and may, without limitation,
(a) make an order or give judgment without the attendance of lawyers or the
applicant,
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(b) direct the attendance of lawyers or the applicant, or
(c) direct that further evidence be presented. [60 (26)]
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Rule 9-7 – Final Orders in Defended Family Law Cases
Final orders in defended family law cases

(1)

To obtain a final order in a defended family law case other than at trial, a party must
apply by way of summary trial in accordance with Rule 10-3.
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PART 10 – PRE-TRIAL RESOLUTION PROCEDURES
The rule regarding offers of settlement has been shortened and simplified.
The Civil Rules are referenced with respect to Striking Notice of Family Claim, Counterclaim
or Response, Summary Trial, and Discontinuance and Withdrawal.

Rule 10-1 – Offers of Settlement
Offers to settle

(1)

Rule 9-1 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies to offers to settle.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
9-1 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 10-2 – Striking Documents
Scandalous, frivolous or vexatious matters

(1)

At any stage of a family law case, the court may order that a notice of family claim,
response, counterclaim, response to counterclaim or other document be struck out or
amended in whole or in part and Rule 9-6 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
9-6 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 10-3 – Summary Trial
Application

(1)

A party may, subject to Rule 12-5 (5), apply to the court for judgment other than at
trial and, in that event, Rule 9-8 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
9-8 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 10-4 – Discontinuance and Withdrawal
Discontinuance before case set for trial

(1)

At any time before a family law case is set down for trial, a party may discontinue
his or her claim or counterclaim in whole or in part against one or more parties and
Rule 9-9 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
9-9 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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PART 11 – PROPERTY AND INJUNCTIONS
Rule 11-1 – Detention, Preservation and
Recovery of Property
Property that is the subject matter of a family law case

(1)

The court may make an order for the detention, custody or preservation of any
property that is the subject matter of a family law case or as to which a question may
arise and Rule 10-1 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies. [46 (1)]

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
10-1 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 11-2 – Receivers
Appointment of receiver

(1)

The court may appoint a receiver or a receiver-manager in any family law case and
Rule 10-2 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
10-2 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 11-3 – Injunctions
Applications for pre-trial injunctions

(1)

An application for a pre-trial injunction may be made by a party and Rule 10-4 of the
Supreme Court Civil Rules applies.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
10-4 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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PART 12 – TRIAL RULES
DIVISION 1 – APPLICATION
Rule 12-1 – Application
Application

(1)

This Part applies to
(a) a family law case commenced by a notice of family claim, and
(b) a family law case that is transferred to the trial list under Rule 7-2 (8) of
the Supreme Court Civil Rules. [39 (1)]
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DIVISION 2 – SETTING A FAMILY LAW CASE FOR TRIAL
Rule 12-2 – How to Set Trial for Hearing
Under the proposed rules there is a trial management conference (TMC) before every trial.
Generally, both the TMC and the trial date are set at the JCC. Otherwise, the provisions of
SCR 39 are carried over.

Notice of trial

(1)

To set a family law case for trial, a party must file a notice of trial in Form F29.
[form to be created]

Content of notice of trial

(2)

A notice of trial filed under subrule (1) must set out
(a) the date reserved at a judicial case conference for the trial management
conference required under Rule 12-3 or, if no date for a trial management
conference was reserved at a judicial case conference, the date obtained
for the trial management conference from the registry, and
(b) the date reserved at a judicial case conference for the trial or, if no trial
date was reserved at a judicial case conference, the trial date obtained from
the registry.

Registry

(3)

The notice of trial must be filed in
(a) the registry where the notice of family claim was filed unless paragraph
(b) applies, or
(b) the registry to which the family law case has been transferred if the family
law case has been transferred for all purposes to another registry. [39 (5)]

Place of trial

(4)

The place of trial must be the place named in the notice of family claim, but the
court may order that the place of trial be changed or that the trial be heard partly in
one place and partly in another. [39 (7)]

When notice of trial must be served

(5)

Promptly after a notice of trial has been filed, the claimant, or such other party as
may be ordered by the court, must serve a copy of the filed notice of trial on each
other party. [39 (2)]
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Time of trial

(6)

The trial must be heard on the day appointed by the notice of trial or so soon after
that day as may be convenient. [39 (8)]

Court may make orders respecting trial dates

(7)

The court may
(a) order the adjournment of a trial,
(b) fix the date of trial of a family law case,
(c) fix the date of trial of an issue in a family law case, or
(d) order that a trial take precedence over another trial. [39 (9)]
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Rule 12-3 – Trial Management Conference
This rule draws on provisions of Rule 68 and the Provincial Court Rules. A trial management
conference is held before every trial. The rule requires a trial brief, the contents of which are
set out in a form, which is available for review as part of the SCFR Concept Draft. If a party is
represented by a lawyer, the lawyer may attend without the party if that party is readily
accessible by phone. The powers at the TMC focus on trial management, not settlement.

Time for trial management conference

(1)

Unless the court otherwise orders, a trial management conference must take place 15
to 30 days before the scheduled trial date.

Trial management conference must be conducted by judge

(2)

A trial management conference must be conducted by a judge. [68 (52)]

Trial brief required

(3)

Each party attending a trial management conference must
(a) file a trial brief in Form F30, and
(b) at least 28 days before the day set for the trial management conference,
serve a copy of the filed trial brief on each of the other parties. [68 (53)]

Who must attend the trial management conference

(4)

Unless the court otherwise orders, the following persons must attend a trial
management conference:
(a) each lawyer representing a party or a child;
(b) subject to the exception set out in subrule (5), the parties. [PCR 8 (2)]

Absent parties must be available and accessible by telephone or other means

(5)

A party who is represented by a lawyer need not attend the trial management
conference in person if the party is readily available for consultation during the trial
management conference, either in person or by telephone. [PCR 8 (3)]

Powers of court

(6)

The judge hearing a trial management conference may consider the following and,
without limiting the ability of the trial judge to make other orders at trial, may, on
application or on his or her own motion, make orders respecting one or more of the
following:
(a) directing the parties to attend a settlement conference;
(b) amendment of the notice of family claim, response, counterclaim or
response to counterclaim within a fixed time;
(c) a plan for how the trial should be conducted;
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(d) admissions of fact at trial;
(e) admission of documents at trial, including
(i) agreements as to the purposes for which documents may be
admitted, and

(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

(ii) the preparation of common books of documents and document
agreements;
directing that the parties present opening statements and final submissions
in writing;
adjournment of the trial;
directing that the number of days reserved for the trial be changed; [68
(56)]
any other matter that may assist in making the trial more efficient; [68
(41)]
any other matter that may aid in the resolution of the family law case. [68
(41)]

Presiding judge may hear trial

(7)

If reasonably practicable, the judge who presided at a trial management conference is
to preside at the trial of the family law case. [68 (48)]
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Rule 12-4 – Adjournment of Trial Date
This is a change from the existing rule. Parties can consent to an adjournment more than 45
days before trial by filing a requisition. They may file a consent adjournment within 45 days
before trial, but the court may require them to file materials or appear to speak to the
adjournment.

Adjourning the trial by consent more than 45 days before trial

(1)

A trial may be adjourned by consent up to 45 days before the scheduled trial date by
the parties filing a requisition signed by all parties.

Adjourning the trial by consent within 45 days before trial

(2)

If the parties file a requisition consenting to an adjournment within 45 days of the
scheduled trial date, the court may do one or more of the following:
(a) require that further material be provided;
(b) require one or more of the parties or one or more of their lawyers to appear
in person to speak to the adjournment;
(c) approve the adjournment without requiring the parties or lawyers to appear
to speak to the adjournment;
(d) refuse the adjournment;
(e) make any other order that the court considers will further the object of
these Supreme Court Family Rules.

Adjourning the trial by order

(3)

A trial may be adjourned by the court at any time.

Duty to inform registry

(4)

Each party to a family law case set for trial must give the registry without delay all
available information as to the settlement of the family law case or affecting the
estimated length of the trial. [39 (10)]
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Rule 12-5 – Trial Record
The proposed rule is similar to SCR 39(11)-(13), but is adapted for family cases by requiring
the inclusion in the trial record of the most recently filed financial statement and by adding the
requirement for a registrar’s certificate now found in SCR 60(27).

Trial record for the court

(1)

The party who obtained the notice of trial must file a trial record for the court, which
trial record must contain
(a) the notice of family claim and each response, counterclaim and response to
counterclaim,
(b) the most current Form F7 financial statement, [SCR Form 89] if any, filed
by each party,
(c) any order made governing the conduct of the trial, and
(d) any document required by the registrar under subrule (2). [39 (11)]

Powers of registrar respecting trial records

(2)

The registrar may direct inclusion in the trial record of any document the registrar
thinks necessary or may reject a trial record that, in the registrar’s opinion,
(a) does not contain all the notices of family claim, responses, counterclaims
and responses to counterclaim,
(b) contains a document other than those set out in subrule (1), or
(c) is illegible. [39 (11.1)]

Filing and service of trial record

(3)

The party referred to in subrule (1) must file the trial record at least 14 days before
but not more than 30 days before the scheduled trial date and must serve on all other
parties a copy of the trial record promptly after filing. [39 (12)]

Amended trial record

(4)

If the whole or any part of, including any Schedule to, a notice of family claim,
response, counterclaim or response to counterclaim is amended after service of the
trial record, the party who obtained the notice of trial must
(a) amend the trial record by substituting the amended document for the
version of the document that had previously been included, and
(b) at least one day before the trial,
(i) file the amended trial record, and
(ii) serve a copy on all other parties. [39 (13)]
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When certificate required

(5)

In a family law case in which a claim is made for divorce or nullity, the following
documents must not be filed unless a party has filed a certificate in Form F31, [form
to be created] signed by the registrar, certifying that the notice of family claim,
responses, counterclaims, responses to counterclaim and proceedings in the family
law case are in order:
(a) a trial record;
(b) a notice of application under Rule 10-3;
(c) a requisition in an application for judgment under Rule 9-6 (1) (a). [60
(27)]
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Rule 12-6 – Trial Certificate
The proposed rule tracks SCR 39(19)-(23).

Trial certificate

(1)

Each party must file a trial certificate in Form F32 [SCR Form 44] in the registry
where the trial is to be held. [39 (19)]

When trial certificate must be filed

(2)

A trial certificate must be filed at least 14 days before but not more than 28 days
before the scheduled trial date. [39 (19)]

What trial certificate must contain

(3)

The trial certificate must contain the following:
(a) a statement that the party filing it will be ready to proceed on the
scheduled trial date;
(b) the current estimate of the length of the trial;
(c) a statement certifying that the party has completed all examinations for
discovery that the party intends to conduct. [39 (20)]

Service

(4)

Promptly after filing the trial certificate, the filing party must serve a copy of the
filed trial certificate on all other parties. [39 (21)]

Failure to file

(5)

If no party files a trial certificate, the trial must be removed from the trial list. [39
(22)]

Applications prohibited

(6)

A party who fails to file a trial certificate under subrule (1) is not, without leave of
the court, entitled to make further applications. [39 (23)]
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DIVISION 3 – CONDUCT OF TRIAL
Rule 12-7 – Mode of Trial
Trial without jury

(1)

A trial in a family law case must be heard by the court without a jury. [39 (25)]

Trial of one question before others

(2)

The court may order that one or more questions of fact or law arising in a family law
case be tried and determined before the others. [39 (29)]
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Rule 12-8 – Evidence and Procedure at Trial
The Civil Rules with respect to evidence and procedure at trial are incorporated by reference.

Trial

(1)

Rule 11-3 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies to evidence and procedure at
trial.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
11-3 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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DIVISION 4 – COURT ORDERED REPORTS AND EXPERT
WITNESSES
There are a number of unique family rules relating to witnesses at trial that are included in this
division, including a rule governing s. 15 reports and several rules regarding experts. The key
change with respect to experts is that if a party wishes to present expert evidence on a financial
matter in a family law case, the parties must appoint a joint expert. For other matters a joint
expert may be used, but is not required.

Rule 12-9 – Court Ordered Reports under Section 15 of the Family
Relations Act
This Rule deals with the process for obtaining and introducing s. 15 reports and calling the
report writers as witnesses. It is based on Provincial Court Rule 11 and the requirements of the
FRA.

Court-ordered report must be filed

(1)

If the court orders an investigation into a family matter under section 15 of the
Family Relations Act, the person preparing a report in response to that order must
(a) include in the report an address at which a notice under subrule (2) may be
served, and
(b) after the report is released and unless the court otherwise orders,
(i) serve a copy of the report on each of the parties, and
(ii) provide a copy of the report to the court in accordance with section
15 (3) of the Family Relations Act.

Permission required to call person who prepares court-ordered report

(2)

A party who wishes to cross-examine at trial the person who prepared a report
referred to in subrule (1) must, at least 14 days before the scheduled trial date, serve
a notice in Form F33 [form to be created] on the person and the other parties.

Person who prepares court-ordered report must attend

(3)

If a notice is served under subrule (2), the person who prepared a report referred to in
subrule (1) must attend for cross examination at the date, time and place set out in
the notice.
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Cost of calling preparer of report

(4)

If the court determines that it was unnecessary for a party to cross-examine the
person who prepared a report referred to in subrule (1), the court may order the party
to pay the reasonable costs associated with that person’s attendance in the manner
and to the person ordered by the court. [PCR11 (8)]
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Rule 12-10 – Appointing Expert Witnesses
This rules sets out the requirement for appointing experts. A joint expert is required for
“financial issues”, which are defined in the rule. With respect to other issues, parties may
appoint a joint expert or appoint their own expert.

Definition

(1)

In this rule, “financial issue” means
(a) an issue arising out of a claim under Part 5 or 6 of the Family Relations
Act, or
(b) a claim for an interest in property, or for compensation, based on unjust
enrichment or other trust claims.

Joint appointment on financial issues

(2)

If any party to a family law case wishes to present to the court expert opinion
evidence on a financial issue,
(a) that evidence must be presented to the court by means of a jointly
appointed expert unless the court otherwise orders, and
(b) Rule 12-12 applies.

Other appointments on non-financial issues

(3)

If a party to a family law case wishes to present to the court expert opinion evidence
on an issue other than a financial issue,
(a) the parties may present that evidence by means of a jointly appointed
expert under Rule 12-12, or
(b) each of those parties may appoint his or her own expert.
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Rule 12-11 – Duty of Expert Witnesses
This rule sets out that the duty of the expert is to assist the court and not to be an advocate for
any party.

Duty of expert witness

(1)

In giving an opinion to the court, an expert appointed by the parties or by the court
has a duty to assist the court and is not to be an advocate for any party or any
position of any party.

Advice and certification

(2)

If an expert is appointed by the parties or by the court, the expert must, in any report
he or she prepares under this Division, certify that he or she
(a) is aware of the duty referred to in subrule (1),
(b) has made the report in conformity with that duty, and
(c) will, if called on to give oral or written testimony, give that testimony in
conformity with that duty.
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Rule 12-12 – Jointly Appointed Experts
This rule governs jointly appointed experts. Matters regarding the identity of the expert, the
issues involved, the facts and assumptions on which the opinion is to be based, and fees must
be settled by the parties or by the court prior to appointment of the joint expert. This rule also
includes provisions for applying to the court to appoint an additional expert if that is necessary
to ensure a fair trial.

Matters to be settled prior to appointment

(1)

When an expert is to be jointly appointed by 2 or more parties under Rule 12-10 (2)
or (3) (a), the following must be settled before the expert is appointed:
(a) the identity of the expert;
(b) the issue in the family law case the expert opinion evidence may help
resolve;
(c) any facts or assumptions of fact agreed to by the parties;
(d) for each party, any assumptions of fact not included under paragraph (c)
that the party wishes the expert to consider;
(e) the questions to be considered by the expert;
(f) when the report must be prepared by the expert and given to the parties;
(g) which of the parties is to serve the expert’s report under Rule 12-14 (4)
(a);
(h) responsibility for fees and expenses payable to the expert.

Appointment agreement

(2)

If the parties agree on the matters referred to in subrule (1), they must enter into a
written agreement that reflects the terms agreed on under subrule (1) and
(a) the agreement must be signed by each party to the agreement,
(b) the agreement must be signed by the expert to signify that
(i) he or she has been made aware of the duty under Rule 12-11, and
(ii) he or she consents to the appointment reflected in the agreement,
and
(c) a copy of the agreement must be served, promptly after signing, on every
other party to the family law case who is not a party to the agreement.

Application to court

(3)

If the parties do not agree that a joint expert is required or on any of the matters
referred to in subrule (1), any party may apply to the court under Rule 9-5 for an
order, in Form F34, [form to be created]
(a) appointing a joint expert, and
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(b) settling the matters referred to in subrule (1).
Order

(4)

If the court makes an order on an application under subrule (3), the applicant for the
order must promptly serve the expert with a copy of the entered order.

Role of expert appointed under this rule

(5)

Unless the court otherwise orders before trial, a joint expert appointed in relation to
an issue, by agreement under subrule (2) or by court order under subrule (4), is the
only expert who may give expert opinion evidence in the family law case on the
issue.

Notice of application

(6)

A party wishing to apply under subrule (5) for leave to introduce the evidence of an
additional expert at trial must serve a notice of application under Rule 9-5 on each
party within 14 days after receipt of the joint expert’s report.

Additional experts

(7)

The court may, under subrule (5), grant leave for the evidence of an additional expert
to be introduced at trial if the court is satisfied that the evidence of that additional
expert is necessary to ensure a fair trial.

Considerations

(8)

In assessing whether to grant leave for the evidence of an additional expert to be
introduced at trial, the court may consider
(a) whether the parties have fully cooperated with the joint expert and have
made full and timely disclosure of all relevant information and documents
to the joint expert,
(b) whether the dispute about the opinions of the joint expert may be resolved
by requesting clarification or further opinions from that expert, and
(c) any other factor the court considers relevant.

Cooperation required

(9)

All parties must cooperate fully with a joint expert and make full and timely
disclosure of all relevant information and documents to the joint expert.

Cross-examination

(10)

Each party to the family law case has the right to cross-examine a joint expert.
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Rule 12-13 – Appointment of Court’s Own Expert
This rule governs the appointment by the court of its own expert and tracks SCR 32A.

Appointment of experts by court

(1)

Subject to this rule, the court may, on its own initiative at any stage of a family law
case, appoint an expert if it considers that expert opinion evidence may help the
court in resolving an issue in the family law case. [32A (1)]

Materials required by court

(2)

In deciding whether to appoint an expert under this rule in relation to an issue in a
family law case, the court may
(a) ask each party to name one or more persons who
(i) are qualified to give expert opinion evidence on the issue, and
(ii) have been made aware of the content of this Division and consent to
being appointed,
(b) require each party to state any connection between an expert named under
paragraph (a) and a party to the family law case, and
(c) receive other material and make other inquiries to help decide which
expert to appoint.

Court may name different expert

(3)

The court may, under subrule (1), appoint an expert whether or not that expert was
named by a party to the family law case under subrule (2).

Expert must consent

(4)

The court may appoint an expert under this rule if the expert consents to the
appointment after he or she has been made aware of the duty under Rule 12-11 and
has otherwise been made aware of the content of this Division.

What court may consider

(5)

In deciding whether to appoint an expert under this rule in relation to an issue in a
family law case, the court may consider
(a) the complexity of the issue,
(b) the impact of the appointment on the costs of the family law case,
(c) whether the appointment will expedite or delay the trial of the family law
case,
(d) the interests of justice, and
(e) any other consideration the court considers relevant.
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Previous report not a bar

(6)

The court may appoint an expert under this rule in relation to an issue even if that
expert has already given a report to a party in the family law case on the issue or on
another issue in the family law case.

Consequences of court appointment

(7)

Unless the court otherwise orders, if an expert is appointed under this rule to give
expert opinion evidence on an issue, each party to the family law case has the right
to cross-examine the expert.

Directions to expert

(8)

The court, after consultation with the parties, must settle the questions to be
submitted to any expert appointed by the court under this rule and must
(a) give the expert any directions the court considers appropriate, and [32A
(3)]
(b) give the parties any directions the court considers appropriate to facilitate
the expert’s ability to provide the required opinion.

Contents of order appointing expert

(9)

The order appointing an expert under this rule must contain the directions referred to
in subrule (8) and the court may make any additional orders it considers will enable
the expert to carry out the directions applicable to him or her, including, on
application by a party, an order under Rule 7-4 for
(a) an examination with respect to the physical or mental condition of a party,
or [32A (4)]
(b) inspection of property.

Remuneration of expert

(10)

The remuneration of an expert appointed by the court must be fixed by the court and
consented to by the expert, and may include a fee for the report required under Rule
12-14 and an appropriate sum for each day that the expert’s attendance in court is
required. [32A (5)]

Security for remuneration

(11)

The court may make one or both of the following orders, without prejudice to any
party’s right to costs:
(a) an order directing that the expert’s remuneration be paid by the persons
and at the time ordered by the court;
(b) an order for security for the expert’s remuneration. [32A (6)]
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Rule 12-14 – Expert Reports
This rule deals with the preparation and service of expert reports, supplementary reports and
notices of objection to the admissibility of an expert report.

Definitions

(1)

In this rule:
“assertive report” means a report of an expert’s opinion if the report is presented
by a party in relation to a claim brought by the party;
“responsive report” means a report of an expert’s opinion if the report is
presented by a party in relation to a claim brought against the party.

Requirements for report

(2)

An expert’s report that is to be presented as evidence at the trial must be signed by
the expert, must include the certification required under Rule 12-11 (2) and must set
out the following:
(a) the expert’s qualifications;
(b) the facts and assumptions on which the report is based;
(c) the name of the person primarily responsible for the content of the report.
[40A (5)]

Proof of qualifications

(3)

The assertion of qualifications of an expert is evidence of them. [40A (6)]

Service of report

(4)

Unless the court otherwise orders, an expert’s report that is to be presented as
evidence at the trial must be served on all parties as follows:
(a) if the expert is a joint expert, by the party referred to in Rule 12-12 (1) (g)
at least 84 days before the scheduled trial date;
(b) if the expert is appointed with leave of the court granted under Rule 12-12
(7), at least 49 days before the scheduled trial date;
(c) if the expert is a court appointed expert, by the party referred to in the
order of appointment, or, if no party is referred to in the order, by the party
who filed the notice of trial, at least 84 days before the scheduled trial
date;
(d) if the expert is a party’s own expert, by the party who appointed the
expert,
(i) at least 84 days before the scheduled trial date if the report is an
assertive report, and
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(ii) at least 49 days before the scheduled trial date if the report is a
responsive report.
Supplementary report

(5)

If, after an expert’s report is served under subrule (4) of this rule, the expert’s
opinion changes in a material way,
(a) the expert must, as soon as practicable, prepare a supplementary report and
ensure that that supplementary report is served on the party who served the
report under subrule (4), and
(b) the party on whom the supplementary report is served under paragraph (a)
of this subrule must serve that supplementary report on the other parties.

Requirements for supplementary report

(6)

A supplementary report under subrule (5) must be signed by the expert, must include
the certification required under Rule 12-11 (2) and must set out the change in the
expert’s opinion and the reason for it.

Production of documents

(7)

Unless otherwise ordered, if a report of a party’s own expert appointed under Rule
12-10 (3) (b) is served under subrule (4) of this rule,
(a) the party who serves the report must promptly, after request, serve on the
requesting party
(i) any written statement or statements of facts on which the expert’s
opinion is based,
(ii) a record of any independent observations made by the expert in
relation to the report,
(iii) any data compiled by the expert in relation to the report, and
(iv) the results of any test conducted by or for the expert, or of any
inspection conducted by the expert, if the expert has relied on that
test or inspection in forming his or her opinion, and
(b) no other part of the expert’s file is required to be produced.

Notice of trial date to expert

(8)

The person who is required to serve the report or supplementary report of an expert
under this rule must, on service or when a trial date has been obtained, whichever is
later, inform the expert of the scheduled trial date and that the expert may be
required to attend at trial for cross-examination. [40A (8)]

Notice of objection to expert opinion evidence

(9)

A party who receives an expert report or a supplementary report under this rule must
serve on all other parties a notice of any objection to the admissibility of the
evidence that the party receiving the report or supplementary report intends to raise
at trial. [40A (13)]
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When objection not permitted

(10)

Unless the court otherwise orders, if reasonable notice of an objection could have
been given under subrule (9), the objection must not be permitted at trial if that
notice was not given. [40A (14)]
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Rule 12-15 – Expert Opinion Evidence at Trial
These provisions carry forward existing provisions from SCR32A and 40A.

Report must be presented as evidence

(1)

Subject to subrule (2), each report and supplementary report of an expert appointed
by the court under Rule 12-13 must be presented as evidence at the trial of the
action, unless the trial judge otherwise orders. [32A (8)]

Admissibility

(2)

Unless the court otherwise orders, if a report of an expert does not conform to Rule
12-14 (2) or is not served within the period provided for in Rule 12-14 (4),
(a) it is inadmissible, and
(b) the testimony of the expert is inadmissible. [40A (2) and (7)]

When report stands as evidence

(3)

Unless the court otherwise orders, the following apply to an admissible report or
supplementary report of an expert:
(a) if a demand is made under subrule (4) of this rule that the expert who
made the report or supplementary report attend at trial for cross
examination, the report must not be presented or accepted as evidence at
the trial unless the expert is called by the appointing party to be crossexamined in compliance with the demand;
(b) if no demand is made under subrule (4) within 21 days, or such other
period as the court may order, after service of the report,
(i) the expert whose report has been served under this Division need
not attend at trial to give oral testimony, and
(ii) the report may be presented and accepted as evidence at the trial.
[40A (10)]

Cross-examination of expert

(4)

A party may require that an expert whose report has been served on the parties under
Rule 12-14 attend at the trial for cross-examination as follows:
(a) if the expert was jointly appointed under Rule 12-10 (2) or (3) (a) or was
appointed by the court under Rule 12-13, any party may require the
attendance of the expert for cross-examination by that party or by any of
the other parties; [32A (10)]
(b) if the expert was appointed by a party under Rule 12-10 (3) (b) or 12-12
(7), any party who is adverse in interest to the party who appointed that
expert may require the attendance of the expert for cross-examination.
[40A (9)]
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Costs of cross-examination

(5)

If an expert has been required to attend at trial for cross-examination under this rule
and the court is of the opinion that the cross-examination was not of assistance, the
court may order the party who required the attendance of the expert to pay, as costs,
an amount the court considers appropriate. [40A (12)]

Restrictions on calling expert as witness at trial

(6)

Unless the court otherwise orders, if a party appoints his or her own expert under
Rule 12-10 (3) (b),
(a) the party must not call the expert to give oral evidence at trial unless
(i) the expert’s attendance has been demanded under subrule (4) of this
rule, or
(ii) the expert’s report has been served in accordance with Rule 12-14
(4), the party believes direct examination of the expert is necessary
to clarify terminology in the report or to otherwise make the report
more understandable and any direct examination of that expert is
limited to those matters, and
(b) the party must not cross-examine the expert at trial.

When court may dispense with requirement of this Part

(7)

At trial, the court may allow an expert to provide evidence, on terms and conditions,
if any, even though one or more of the requirements of this Division have not been
complied with, if
(a) facts have come to the knowledge of one or more of the parties and those
facts could not, with due diligence, have been learned in time to be
included in a report or supplementary report and served within the time
required by this Division,
(b) the non-compliance is unlikely to cause prejudice
(i) by reason of an inability to prepare for cross-examination, or
(ii) by depriving the party against whom the evidence is presented of a
reasonable opportunity to present evidence in response, or
(c) the interests of justice require it. [40A (16)]
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PART 13 – COURT ORDERS AND THEIR ENFORCEMENT
Rule 13-1 – Orders
The Civil Rules apply but some specific forms of orders are referenced.

Orders

(1)

Rule 12-1 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies to orders.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
12-1 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
Form of order

(2)

Unless these Supreme Court Family Rules otherwise provide, an order must be
(a) in Form F35 [SCR Form 134], if the order is a restraining order made
under section 46 of the Family Maintenance Enforcement Act [amend
form to provide for this] or under section 37, 38 or 126 of the Family
Relations Act,
(b) in Form F36 [SCR Form 136], if the order includes an order for divorce,
[60 (30)] or
(c) in any other case,
(i) if spoken to, in Form F37 [SCR Form 26], or
(ii) if not spoken to, in Form F38. [SCR Form 30] [41 (13) (b)]

Restraining order

(3)

A restraining order made under section 37, 38 or 126 of the Family Relations Act
must not include any provisions respecting matters that are not directly related to the
matters set out in those sections. [SCR 60 (33)]
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Rule 13-2 – Sales by the Court
Court may order sale

(1)

Rule 12-5 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies to sales by the court.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
12-5 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 13-3 – Divorce Orders
The provisions of Rule 60 regarding divorce orders are carried forward in this rule.

Ongoing prior proceedings

(1)

A divorce order must not be granted unless the court is satisfied that no earlier
divorce proceeding is ongoing anywhere in Canada. [60 (28)]

Claim for divorce joined with other claims

(2)

If a claim is made for divorce together with one or more other claims, the court may
do one or more of the following:
(a) grant a divorce and direct that an order for divorce alone be entered;
(b) adjourn the hearing of the claim for divorce;
(c) give judgment on the other claims and direct that a separate order dealing
with them be entered;
(d) adjourn the hearing of the other claims. [60 (29)]

[Rule 13-1 (2) (b) provides that the form of a divorce order must be in Form F36]
Form of certificate of divorce

(3)

The certificate of divorce referred to in section 12 (7) of the Divorce Act (Canada)
must be in Form F39 [SCR Form 131] and may be signed and issued by the
registrar. [60 (31)]

Service of divorce order

(4)

Unless the court otherwise orders, the party who has submitted for entry an order for
divorce must, promptly after the order is entered,
(a) serve a copy on the other party, or
(b) if the other party does not have an address for service, mail a copy to the
other party’s last known address. [60 (32)]
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Rule 13-4 – Provisional and Extra-Provincial Orders
The provisions of Rule 60 regarding extra-provincial orders are carried forward in this rule.

Provisional orders made in British Columbia

(1)

A provisional order made by the court under section 18 (2) of the Divorce Act
(Canada) must show on its face that
(a) it is a provisional order, and
(b) it has no legal effect until it is confirmed in accordance with the applicable
statutory provisions. [60 (35)]

Provisional orders made in another province

(2)

The Attorney General must send all copies of a provisional order and other
documents received from the Attorney General of another province under section 18
(4) of the Divorce Act (Canada) to the registrar of the registry of the court
(a) in which the original order changed by the provisional order was entered,
or
(b) if the original order was not made in British Columbia, nearest to the place
of residence of the respondent as shown in the documents. [60 (36)]

Duty of registrar

(3)

Unless section 19 (3) of the Divorce Act (Canada) applies, the registrar to whom
documents referred to in subrule (2) are sent must
(a) serve on the respondent in the change proceeding
(i) a copy of the documents, and
(ii) notice of the date of the hearing to confirm the provisional order,
and
(b) ensure that notice of the date of hearing is sent to the applicant in the
change proceeding by ordinary mail addressed to the applicant’s last
known address. [60 (37)]

Registration of orders

(4)

If an order that has legal effect throughout Canada under section 20 (2) of the
Divorce Act (Canada) is made by a court other than the Supreme Court, the order
may be registered without fee by filing a certified copy of the order in the Victoria
Registry of the Supreme Court. [60 (38)]

[Section 20 of the Divorce Act refers to any order for support or custody made under that Act]
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Exchange of orders between provinces

(5)

The registrar of the court must, on request or if the court is required to do so by
section 17 (11) of the Divorce Act (Canada), and without a fee, send a certified copy
of a custody order, support order or change order made by the court
(a) to the registrar of a court in another province or to any person holding an
equivalent position to that of registrar in relation to that court,
(b) to a public welfare organization in another province, or
(c) to any person designated by the Attorney General of another province. [60
(39)]

Enforcement in Provincial Court

(6)

A support order made by the court or registered under subrule (4) may be filed in
and enforced by the Provincial Court as if it were contained in an order of that court
made under the Family Relations Act. [60 (40)]
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Rule 13-5 – Compelling a Debtor under the Family Maintenance Enforcement
Act to Appear in Court
This rule sets out procedures involving summonses and warrants that are provided for in the
Family Maintenance Enforcement Act for compelling a debtor to appear in court.

Summons under the Family Maintenance Enforcement Act

(1)

A summons under section 19 or 22 of the Family Maintenance Enforcement Act
requiring a debtor to appear at a default hearing must be in Form F40. [SCR Form
119] [60 (45)]

Committal summons under the Family Maintenance Enforcement Act

(2)

A summons under section 23 of the Family Maintenance Enforcement Act requiring
a debtor to appear at a committal hearing must be in Form F41. [SCR Form 119A]
[60 (46)]

Arrest warrants

(3)

An arrest warrant under the Family Maintenance Enforcement Act must be in Form
F42. [form to be created]
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Rule 13-6 – Enforcement of Orders
Enforcing court orders

(1)

Rule 12-2 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies to the enforcement of orders.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
12-2 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 13-7 – Costs
Significant changes have been made to the costs rule. It is much shorter and simpler than the
existing rule.

Tariff of costs

(1)

If costs are payable to a party under these rules or by order,
(a) those costs must be assessed under Appendix F1, and
(b) unless the parties agree on the level of difficulty to be applied to the costs
sought under this rule, the judge or master making the order for costs must
determine whether the family law case involves
(i) less than ordinary difficulty,
(ii) ordinary difficulty, or
(iii) more than ordinary difficulty.

APPENDIX F1
Item

Description

Costs ($)

1

Correspondence, conferences, instructions, investigations
or negotiations and preparation, filing and service of
notice of family claim, response, counterclaim or
response to counterclaim

If the family law case
involves
less than ordinary
difficulty
1 000
ordinary difficulty 3 000
more than ordinary
difficulty
5 000

2

Process for discovery and inspection of documents

If the family law case
involves
less than ordinary
difficulty
750
ordinary difficulty 2 000
more than ordinary
difficulty
5 000
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Item

Description

Costs ($)

3

Preparation for and attendance at each examination
for discovery

1 000 for each day or part
of a day of examination for
discovery

4

Preparation for and attendance at each contested
application

1 000 for each half day of
attendance

5

Preparation for and attendance at each judicial case
conference or settlement conference

1 000

6

Preparation for and attendance at each uncontested
application or trial management conference

500

7

Preparation for and attendance at trial of family law case
or of an issue in a family law case
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2 000 per day for each day
of trial up to 5 days, and
3 000 for each additional
day of trial

PART 14 – PETITION PROCEEDINGS
Rule 14-1 – Petitions
Petitions

(1)

A person wishing to commence a family law case referred to in Rule 3-1 (2) (e) or
(3) must file a petition in Form F43 [form to be created] and Rule 14-1 of the
Supreme Court Civil Rules applies.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
14-1 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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PART 15 – OTHER PROCEDURES
Rule 15-1 – Interpleader
Entitlement to relief by way of interpleader

(1)

If
(a) a person (in this rule called the “holder”)
(i) is sued or expects to be sued in respect of property in the holder’s
possession or under the holder’s control or in respect of the
proceeds from a disposition of the property, or
(ii) receives a claim in respect of the property or proceeds by or from 2
or more persons making adverse claims, and
(b) the holder claims no beneficial interest in the property,
Rule 10-3 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
10-3 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 15-2 – Subpoena to Debtor
Subpoena to debtor

(1)

A creditor who has obtained an order of the court for the recovery or payment of
money, or costs, or both, may issue out of the registry a subpoena to require the
debtor to attend at an examination and Rule 12-3 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules
applies.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
12-3 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 15-3 – Examinations in Aid of Execution
Examination of debtor

(1)

If a judgment creditor is entitled to issue execution on or otherwise enforce an order
of the court, the creditor may examine the judgment debtor for discovery and Rule
12-4 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
12-4 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 15-4 – Inquiries, Assessments and Accounts
Direction for inquiries, assessments or accounts

(1)

At any stage of a family law case, the court may direct an inquiry, assessment or
accounting to be held and Rule 16-1 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
16-1 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 15-5 – Jurisdictional Disputes
Disputed jurisdiction

(1)

If a person who has been served with a notice of family claim, counterclaim or
petition in a family law case, whether that service was effected in or outside British
Columbia, challenges the jurisdiction of the court, Rule 19-8 of the Supreme Court
Civil Rules applies.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
19-8 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 15-6 – Canadian Judgments
Definition

(1)

In this rule, “Canadian judgment” has the same meaning as in the Enforcement of
Canadian Judgments and Decrees Act. [54.1 (1)]

Registration requirements for Canadian judgments

(2)

A person wishing to register a Canadian judgment under the Enforcement of
Canadian Judgments and Decrees Act must, for the purposes of section 3 (1) (b) of
that Act, file a certified English translation of the Canadian judgment if the judgment
was made in a language other than English. [54.1 (2)]
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Rule 15-7 – Foreign Judgments
Foreign judgments

(1)

Rule 17-3 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies in relation to foreign judgments.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
17-3 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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PART 16 – SPECIAL RULES FOR CERTAIN PARTIES
Rule 16-1 – Partnerships
Partners

(1)

Rule 18-1 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies if a family law case applies to a
partnership.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
18-1 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 16-2 – Minors
The proposed rule carries forward the provisions dealing with minors under Rule 60.

Party who is a minor

(1)

A minor who has attained the age of 16 years and who has been named as a party to
a family law case may act without a litigation guardian and Rule 16-3 does not apply
to that minor. [60 (17)]

Appointment of litigation guardian

(2)

Despite subrule (1), if the court considers that it is in the interest of a minor referred
to in subrule (1) or of any child of the minor, it may, on application or on its own
motion, appoint a litigation guardian for the minor or for the child of the minor. [60
(18)]
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Rule 16-3 – Persons under a Disability
Family law cases involving persons under disability

(1)

Rule 18-2 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies to a family law case brought by
or against a person under legal disability. [6 (2)]

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
18-2 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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PART 17 – GENERAL
Rule 17-1 – Time
Computation of time

(1)

Rule 20-4 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies to a family law case in relation
to issues of time.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
20-4 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 17-2 – Forms and Documents
Forms

(1)

Rule 20-3 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies in relation to forms referred to in
these Supreme Court Family Rules.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
20-3 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 17-3 – Multiple Claims and Parties
Multiple claims

(1)

Rule 20-5 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies if there are multiple claims or
parties in a family law case.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
20-5 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 17-4 – Change of Lawyer
Change of lawyer

(1)

A party to a family law case
(a) may change lawyers,
(b) having acted on his or her own behalf, may engage a lawyer to act, or
(c) having been represented by a lawyer, may discharge the lawyer and act on
his or her own behalf,
and Rule 20-6 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
20-6 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 17-5 – If Parties Fail to Comply with these Rules
If party does not comply with the rules

(1)

If a party does not comply with these Supreme Court Family Rules, the court may do
one or more of the following:
(a) if the party who has not complied is a claimant or a respondent who has
brought a counterclaim,
(i) strike out the notice of family claim or counterclaim, and
(ii) grant judgment dismissing the claims made in the notice of family
claim or counterclaim;
(b) if the party who has not complied is a respondent or a respondent to
counterclaim,
(i) strike out the response or response to counterclaim, and
(ii) permit the claimant or respondent who brought the counterclaim to
proceed under Rule 9-6;
(c) set aside a step taken;
(d) make any other order it considers will further the object of these Supreme
Court Family Rules.
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Rule 17-6 – If Parties Fail to Attend
Failure of party to attend

(1)

If a party fails to attend at a trial, hearing or conference at the time appointed for that
trial, hearing or conference, the court may, after receipt of any evidence of service it
considers appropriate, do one or more of the following:
(a) proceed with the trial, hearing or conference;
(b) draw any inference from the failure to attend that the court considers
appropriate, including attributing an amount of income to the party;
(c) make orders.
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Rule 17-7 – Contempt of Court
Power of court to punish

(1)

The court has the power to punish for contempt of court and Rule 20-8 of the
Supreme Court Civil Rules applies.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Rule
20-8 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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PART 18 – COURT AND REGISTRY MATTERS
Rule 18-1 – Powers of Court
This rule incorporates a number of provisions dealing with powers of the court from various
parts of the existing Supreme Court Rules. It also sets out the powers for hearings by telephone
and other communications medium and provides for referral to child support clerks. It provides
that where practicable and appropriate the same judge or master will manage and hear all
applications, JCCs and trials in a given family law case.

Court may adjourn trial or hearing

(1)

Whether or not the parties consent, the court may adjourn a trial or hearing to a
specific date or without setting a date. [20 (1)]

Waiver or modification

(2)

The court may, at any time,
(a) waive or modify a time limit set by these Supreme Court Family Rules or
by an order of the court, even after the time limit has expired, and
(b) waive or modify any service or notice requirement under these Supreme
Court Family Rules. [20 (2)]

Attendance by telephone or other means

(3)

A person entitled or required to attend court in a family law case may attend by
telephone, video conference or other communications medium if
(a) the court authorizes attendance in that manner, and
(b) all persons participating, whether by telephone, by video conference, by
other communications medium or in person, are able to communicate with
each other.

Court may direct how attendance by telephone or other means is to be conducted

(4)

If the court considers it appropriate for a person to attend court by telephone, video
conference or other communications medium, the court may direct the manner in
which the attendance is to be conducted.

Court may refer calculation of child support

(5)

If the regional manager has advised the court in writing that a person designated by
the Attorney General to provide assistance in the calculation of child support is
readily available to the court, the court may, at any time,
(a) refer calculation of child support to that person, and
(b) require that the results of that calculation be reported back to the court.
[PCR11 (9)]
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Security for costs

(6)

The court may, in a family law case, make an order for security for the costs of a
party. [60 (21)]

No stay on appeal

(7)

If a custody order or support order is appealed, the order remains in force until the
determination of the appeal, unless the court that made the order otherwise directs.
[60 (34)]

Same judge or master

(8)

Whenever practicable and appropriate, the same judge or master is to manage and
hear all of the following in a family law case:
(a) applications;
(b) judicial case conferences;
(c) subject to subrule (9), the trial.

When judge may hear trial

(9)

A judge who hears the judicial case conferences in the family law case may conduct
the trial in the family law case if
(a) the parties consent to the judge hearing the trial, and
(b) the judge considers it appropriate to hear the trial.
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Rule 18-2 – Registry Operations
Registry matters

(1)

Part 21 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules applies to family law cases.

[See Rule 1-2 (3) of these Supreme Court Family Rules for how to apply the terms used in Part
21 of the Supreme Court Civil Rules, as it applies under this rule]
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Rule 18-3 – Searches
Search of files

(1)

Unless the court otherwise orders,
(a) no person, other than the following, may search a registry file in respect of
a family law case brought under the Divorce Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. D-8, the
Divorce Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. 3 (2nd Supp.) or the Family Relations Act:
(i) a lawyer, whether or not a lawyer of a party;
(ii) a party;
(iii) a person authorized in writing by a party;
(iv) a person authorized in writing by a party’s lawyer, and
(b) no person, other than the following, may search a registry file in respect of
a family law case under the Child, Family and Community Service Act:
(i) a party’s lawyer;
(ii) a party;
(iii) a person authorized in writing by a party;
(iv) a person authorized in writing by a party’s lawyer. [60 (41)]

Electronic court docket information available

(2)

Despite any other power the registrar may have to compile and retain information,
the registrar may compile and retain an index, in electronic format or otherwise, that
contains the following information respecting family law cases referred to in
subrule (1):
(a) the parties as identified in the style of proceeding;
(b) the case file number as set out in the style of proceeding;
(c) the category or type of the family law case;
(d) the date the family law case was commenced. [60 (41.1)]

Access to information

(3)

Unless the court otherwise orders, any person may, in respect of a family law case
referred to in subrule (1), have access to the information retained in the registry
under subrule (2) about that family law case. [60 (41.2)]

Limitation

(4)

Nothing in this rule requires the registrar to provide access to information in any
form or format other than the form and format in which that information is available
in the registry at the time that the request for access is made. [60 (41.3)]

Search of exhibits

(5)

The exhibits produced at the trial or hearing of a family law case referred to in
subrule (1) must be sealed by the registrar in a secure manner and, unless the court
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otherwise orders, no person other than a party’s lawyer, a party or a person
authorized by a party or by a party’s lawyer may search the exhibits. [60 (42)]
Search of agreements

(6)

Unless the court otherwise orders, no person other than a party, a party’s lawyer, a
person authorized in writing by a party or a person authorized in writing by a party’s
lawyer may search a separation agreement filed under section 122 of the Family
Relations Act. [60 (43)]
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PART 19 – TRANSITION
Rule 19-1 – Transition
Cases commenced under existing Supreme Court Rules will be deemed to have been
commenced under the new rules. The transition provisions clarify how the new rules will apply
to cases filed under the old rules.

Definitions

(1)

In this rule:
“former Supreme Court Rules” means the Supreme Court Rules, B.C. Reg.
221/90;
“transitional family law case” means a family law case that was commenced
before the coming into force of this rule.

These rules apply to transitional family law cases

(2)

A transitional family law case is deemed to be a family law case commenced under
these Supreme Court Family Rules.

Pleadings deemed to be a notice of family claim

(3)

If the person who initiated a transitional family law case did so under Rule 60 (3) of
the former Supreme Court Rules,
(a) that person is deemed to be the claimant in the transitional family law
case, and
(b) the pleadings, within the meaning of Rule 1 (8) of the former Supreme
Court Rules, filed to initiate the transitional family law case are deemed to
be the notice of family claim in the transitional family law case.

Requisition deemed to be a notice of family claim

(4)

If the person who initiated a transitional family law case did so by filing a requisition
under Rule 10 of the former Supreme Court Rules,
(a) that person is deemed to be the claimant in the transitional family law
case, and
(b) that requisition is deemed to be the notice of family claim in the
transitional family law case.

Petition

(5)

If the person who initiated a transitional family law case did so by filing a petition
under Rule 10 of the former Supreme Court Rules,
(a) that person is deemed to be the petitioner in the transitional family law
case, and
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(b) that petition is deemed to be a petition under Rule 14-1 of these Supreme
Court Family Rules.
Appearance and statement of defence deemed to be a response

(6)

If a person filed, in a transitional family law case referred to in subsection (3) or (4),
an appearance within the meaning of Rule 14 of the former Supreme Court Rules,
with or without a statement of defence within the meaning of Rule 21 of the former
Supreme Court Rules,
(a) that person is deemed to be a respondent in the transitional family law
case, and
(b) that appearance, or appearance and statement of defence, as the case may
be, is deemed to be a response in the transitional family law case.

Appearance deemed to be a response to petition

(7)

If a person filed, in a transitional family law case referred to in subsection (5), an
appearance within the meaning of Rule 14 of the former Supreme Court Rules,
(a) that person is deemed to be a respondent in the transitional family law
case, and
(b) that appearance is deemed to be a response to petition in the transitional
family law case.

Counterclaim and third party notice deemed to be counterclaim

(8)

If a person filed, in a transitional family law case referred to in subsection (3) or (4),
a counterclaim within the meaning of Rule 21 of the former Supreme Court Rules or
a third party notice within the meaning of Rule 22 of the former Supreme Court
Rules,
(a) that person is deemed to be a respondent in the transitional family law
case, and
(b) that counterclaim or third party notice, as the case may be, is deemed to be
a counterclaim in the transitional family law case.

Response to counterclaim

(9)

If a person filed, in response to a counterclaim within the meaning of Rule 21 of the
former Supreme Court Rules or a third party notice within the meaning of Rule 22 of
the former Supreme Court Rules filed in a transitional family law case referred to in
subsection (3) or (4), an appearance within the meaning of Rule 14 of the former
Supreme Court Rules, with or without a statement of defence to counterclaim within
the meaning of Rule 21 of the former Supreme Court Rules or a statement of defence
to third party notice within the meaning of Rule 22 of the former Supreme Court
Rules,
(a) that person is deemed to be a respondent in the transitional family law
case, and
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(b) that appearance, or appearance and statement of defence, as the case may
be, is deemed to be a response to counterclaim in the transitional family
law case.
Demand for amendment

(10)

Subject to subrule (13), a party to a transitional family law case may, by demand in
Form F44, [form to be created] demand that a document that is deemed under this
rule to be a notice of family claim, response, counterclaim, response to counterclaim,
petition or response to petition be amended by the party who filed it to make it
accord with these Supreme Court Family Rules.

Party must amend

(11)

If a demand is served under subrule (10), the party on whom the demand is served
must, within 21 days after service, amend the deemed notice of family claim,
response, counterclaim, response to counterclaim, petition or response to petition to
make it accord with these Supreme Court Family Rules.

Failure to amend

(12)

If a demand is served under subrule (10) and the party on whom the demand is
served does not make the amendments demanded under subrule (11) within the
period referred to in that subrule, the demanding party may apply to the court for an
order to strike the deemed notice of family claim, response, counterclaim, response
to counterclaim, petition or response to petition of the party on whom the demand is
served.

No demand if final relief has been given

(13)

A demand must not served under subrule (10) if final orders have been made in
respect of all of the claims in the pre-existing family law case.

Address for service

(14)

For the purposes of Rule 5-1 of these Supreme Court Family Rules, until a new
address for service is provided for a party in a transitional family law case, the party
is deemed to have, as an address for service in the transitional family law case, that
party’s address for delivery under the former Supreme Court Rules.

Court may decide

(15)

If there is any dispute in relation to the procedure to be applied to or followed in a
transitional family law case, any party may seek directions.
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FORM F1 – NOTICE OF JOINT FAMILY CLAIM
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

Court File No
Court Registry
FMEP No

1. Case name
Claimant 1
Claimant 2

2. Relationship history
We were married on (date)
and separated on (date)
We were not married, but began living together in a marriage-like relationship on
(date)
and separated on (date)
We were divorced from each other by order made on (date) __________________
We were never married to each other and have never lived together in a marriage like relationship

3. Divorce (Complete if you are asking for an order of divorce)
We are asking for an order of divorce.
A. Personal information:
Claimant 1

Claimant 2

Birthdate:
Ordinarily resident in BC
since:
Surname at birth:
Surname immediately before
marriage:
Marital status immediately
before marriage:

never married
divorced
widowed

never married
divorced
widowed

Place of marriage:

B. Facts supporting our claim for divorce:
We have lived separate and apart since (date) --------------------------------- AND
i)
have not lived together since then, or
have lived together again during the following period(s), in an unsuccessful attempt
to reconcile: (Give dates) ___________________________________________OR
ii)
Other grounds, pursuant to s. 8(2)(b) of the Divorce Act: (state the grounds)
AND
There has been no condonation of any act relied on under s. 8(2)(b) of the Divorce Act as a
ground for divorce
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4. Divorce (continued)
C. We confirm that:
There is no possibility of reconciliation.
There has been no collusion, as defined in s. 11(4) of the Divorce Act, in relation to this claim for
divorce.
D. Proof of marriage:
A certificate of marriage or registration of marriage has been filed OR
A certificate of marriage or registration of marriage will be filed before this claim is set down for trial
or an application is made for an order of divorce
OR
It is impossible to obtain a certificate of marriage or registration of marriage because:
E. Children
There are no children of the marriage, as defined by the Divorce Act
We are not the parents of any children as defined by the Family Relations Act OR
The children of the marriage, or the children of whom we are parents are:
Full name:
Birth date:
Resides with:

NOTE:
1. The Divorce Act (Canada) defines a “child of the marriage” as a child of two spouses (or former
spouses) who is younger than 19 and has not withdrawn from their charge, or 19 or older but unable—
because of illness, disability or other cause—to withdraw from their charge or to obtain the necessaries
of life. This includes a child for whom the spouses (or former spouses) stand in the place of parents or
for whom one is the parent and the other stands in the place of a parent
________________________________

2. The Family Relations Act says that “parent” includes
a. a guardian of a child, or guardian of the person of a child, or
b. a stepparent of a child if
(i) the stepparent contributed to the support and maintenance of the child for at least one year,
and
(ii) a proceeding under the Family Relations Act by or against the stepparent is begun within
one year after the date the stepparent last contributed to the support and maintenance of the
child;
A person is a stepparent if he or she was married to the child’s parent, or lived with the child’s parent
in a marriage-like relationship for at least two years.

5. Children (Complete if you are asking for an order relating to children)
A.
We are asking for an order respecting parenting arrangements for the child(ren) as follows:
(include proposals for custody, guardianship, and access)

Our application for custody or access is under the: (check one or both)
Divorce Act (Canada)
Family Relations Act
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5. Children (Continued)
We are asking for an order for child support as follows:

6. Spousal support (Complete if you are asking for an order for spousal support)
We are asking for an order for spousal support as follows:
Our application is under the: (check one or both)
Divorce Act (Canada)
Family Relations Act

7. Property
A. Under the Family Relations Act
We ask for an order for:
an equal division of family assets, under the Family Relations Act OR
a reapportionment of family assets, as follows: _____________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
B. Other property claims
We ask for an order respecting an interest in property or for compensation instead of an interest in that
property, as follows

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
[Marginal note will say to include legal description of any real property]

8. Other
We ask for an order in the following terms:

9. Claimants’ address for service
Claimant 1:

Claimant 2:

Phone (optional) Fax (optional) Email (optional)

Phone (optional) Fax (optional) Email (optional)

____________________________________ OR ____________________________________
Claimant 1 signature

Signature of lawyer for Claimant 1

____________________________________
Name of lawyer for Claimant 1

____________________________________ OR ____________________________________
Claimant 2 signature

Signature of lawyer for Claimant 2

____________________________________
Name of lawyer for Claimant 2

Dated: ___________________
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FORM F3 – NOTICE OF FAMILY CLAIM
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

Court File No
Court Registry
FMEP No

1. Case name
Claimant
Respondent(s)

2. Relationship history
We were married on (date)

and separated on (date)

We were not married, but began living together in a marriage-like relationship on
and separated on (date)

(date)

We were divorced from each other by order made on (date) ____________________________
We were never married to each other and have never lived together in a marriage-like relationship

3. Prior court proceedings and agreements
There is no prior agreement, court order, or court proceeding relating to any of the claims made in
this Notice of Family Claim OR
One or more of the following relates to claims made in this Notice of Family Claim:
a written agreement dated __________________
a court order dated _______________________
a prior court proceeding: (file number and court registry) __________________________

4. My Claims
I am asking for the following:
An order respecting child(ren)—as set out in the attached Schedule 1
An order for spousal support—as set out in the attached Schedule 2
An order relating to property—as set out in the attached Schedule 3
An order for divorce—as set out in the attached Schedule 4
Another order—as set out in the attached Schedule 5
An order for costs

Place of trial will be: (name of registry): ______________________________________
5. My address for service
Address for Service:

Phone (optional)

Fax (optional)

Email (optional)

____________________________________ OR ____________________________________
My signature

Signature of my lawyer

Dated: ______________________

____________________________________
Name of my lawyer
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SCHEDULE 1 (FAMILY)
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

Court File No
Court Registry
FMEP No

1. Case name
Claimant

Respondent(s)

2. This is a Schedule to my:
Notice of Family Claim

OR

Counterclaim

3. I am asking for a court order in respect of the following child or children:
Child’s full legal
name
Birthdate
Relationship to the
Claimant
Relationship to the
Respondent
Habitually resident
in BC since
Now living with

4. I am asking for the following order(s):
a)

an order respecting parenting arrangements for a child or children (Complete sections 5 and
6 below)

b)

an order for child support (Complete sections 7 and 8 below)

5. Current parenting arrangements
Current parenting arrangements for the child(ren) are:

6. Proposed parenting arrangements
I propose these parenting arrangements for the child(ren): (Include your proposals for custody,
guardianship and access.)

My application for custody or access is made under: (check one or both, as applicable)
the Divorce Act (Canada)
the Family Relations Act
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7. Current child support arrangements
Current child support arrangements are:

8. Proposed child support arrangements
I am asking for:
support in the amount set out in the Child Support Table for (name(s))_________________
______________________________________________________________________
special or extraordinary expenses
My application for child support is made under: (check one or both, as applicable)
the Divorce Act (Canada)

the Family Relations Act

____________________________________ OR ____________________________________
My signature

Signature of my lawyer

Dated: ______________________

____________________________________
Name of my lawyer

Note to Claimant AND Respondent: you must file financial information (Form F7) if:
• there is a claim against you for support of a child, OR
• you are claiming child support unless all of the following conditions apply:
a. you are not applying for special expenses under s. 7 of the Child Support Guidelines;
b. the support is for the biological children of your relationship with the other party;
c. none of the children is over 19 years of age;
d. there is no application for a shared custody order; and
e. the other party’s income is under $150 000 per year.
If you do not file financial information that is required, the court may attribute an amount of income
to you and make a support award against you, based on that amount.
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SCHEDULE 2 (SPOUSAL SUPPORT)
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

Court File No
Court Registry
FMEP No

1. Case name
(Claimant)

(Respondent)

2. This is a Schedule to my:
Notice of Family Claim

OR

Counterclaim

3. Current arrangements for spousal support
Our current arrangements for spousal support are:

4. My application for support
I do not know what my spouse’s income is

OR

I believe that my spouse’s gross annual income is $___________________, based on
these facts: _____________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
I am asking for an order for spousal support under the (check one or both)
Divorce Act (Canada)
Family Relations Act

Note to Claimant AND Respondent: you must file financial information (Form F7) if there is a claim
by you or against you for spousal support.
If you do not file financial information that is required, the court may attribute an amount of income to
you and make a support award against you, based on that income.

____________________________________ OR ____________________________________
My signature

Signature of my lawyer

Dated: ______________________

____________________________________
Name of my lawyer
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SCHEDULE 3 (PROPERTY)
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

Court File No
Court Registry
FMEP No

1. Case name
Claimaint
Respondent

2. This is a Schedule to my:
Notice of Family Claim

OR

Counterclaim

3. My claims
A. Under the Family Relations Act
I claim:
an equal division of family assets,
OR
a reapportionment of family assets, on the following grounds: __________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
The legal description of any real property in which I claim an interest as a family asset is:
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
B. Other property claims
an interest in the following property: (provide legal description of any real property)
I claim:
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
an order for compensation instead of an interest in the property described as
(provide legal description of any real property) _____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
on the following grounds _________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

4. Real property
I am applying for a Certificate of Pending Litigation to be registered against real property.
____________________________________ OR ____________________________________
My signature

Signature of my lawyer

Dated: ______________________

____________________________________
Name of my lawyer
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SCHEDULE 4 (DIVORCE)
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

Court File No
Court Registry
FMEP No

1. Case name
Claimant

Respondent

2. This is a Schedule to my:
Notice of Family Claim

OR

Counterclaim

3. Personal Information
Claimant

Respondent

Birthdate:
Ordinarily resident in BC
since:
Surname at birth:
Surname immediately
before marriage:
Marital status immediately
before marriage:
Place of marriage:

never married
divorced
widowed

never married
divorced
widowed

(city or town; prov. or state; country)

4. Grounds for my Claim for Divorce
I ask for on order for divorce on these grounds:
Separation: My spouse and I have lived separate and apart since (date)
AND
i)
we have not lived together since then OR
we have lived together again during the following period(s), in an unsuccessful
attempt to reconcile: (Give dates)
Other grounds, pursuant to s. 8(2)(b) of the Divorce Act: (state the grounds)
ii)
AND

There has been no condonation of any act relied on under s. 8(2)(b) of the Divorce
Act as a ground for divorce.

5. I confirm that:
There is no possibility of reconciliation AND
There has been no collusion, as defined in s. 11(4) of the Divorce Act, in relation to this
claim for divorce.
6. Proof of marriage
A certificate of marriage or of registration of marriage has been filed OR
A certificate of marriage or of registration of marriage will be filed before this claim is set down for
trial or an application is made for an order of divorce
OR
It is impossible to obtain a certificate of marriage or of registration of marriage because:
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7. Children
There are no children of the marriage, as defined by the Divorce Act (Canada) OR
The children of the marriage are:
Name:

Birth date:

Resides with:

NOTE: The Divorce Act defines a “child of the marriage” as a child of two spouses (or former
spouses) who is:
a. younger than 19 and has not withdrawn from their charge, or
b. 19 or older but unable—because of illness, disability or other cause—to withdraw from their
charge or to obtain the necessaries of life.
This includes a child for whom the spouses (or former spouses) stand in the place of parents or for
whom one is the parent and the other stands in the place of a parent.

____________________________________ OR ____________________________________
My signature

Signature of my lawyer

Dated: ______________________

____________________________________
Name of my lawyer

If a party to a divorce claim is represented by a lawyer, the following Certificate must be completed
LAWYER’S CERTIFICATE (DIVORCE ACT, S. 9)
I, ______________________________, lawyer for (name) _____________________________
certify that I have complied with section 9 of the Divorce Act (Canada), which says:
9 (1) It is the duty of every barrister, solicitor, lawyer or advocate who undertakes to act on behalf of a
spouse in a divorce proceeding
(a) to draw to the attention of the spouse the provisions of this Act that have as their object the
reconciliation of spouses, and
(b) to discuss with the spouse the possibility of the reconciliation of the spouses and to inform the
spouse of the marriage counselling or guidance facilities known to him or her that might be able to
assist the spouses to achieve a reconciliation, unless the circumstances of the case are of such a nature
that it would clearly not be appropriate to do so.
(2) It is the duty of every barrister, solicitor, lawyer or advocate who undertakes to act on behalf of a
spouse in a divorce proceeding to discuss with the spouse the advisability of negotiating the matters
that may be the subject of a support order or a custody order and to inform the spouse of the mediation
facilities known to him or her that might be able to assist the spouses in negotiating those matters.
SIGNED AT ________________________, BRITISH COLUMBIA, ON

___________________

LAWYER’S SIGNATURE _________________________________________________________
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FORM F4 – RESPONSE – FAMILY
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

Court File No
Court Registry
FMEP No

1. Case name
Claimant

Respondent

2. Filed by:

3. Response to facts stated by Claimant
The facts stated in Parts 2 and 3 of the Notice of Family Claim are
correct
Unknown to me OR
not correct
The facts stated in Parts 3, 5, and 7 of Schedule 1 to the Notice of Family Claim are
correct
Unknown to me
not correct
OR
not applicable
The facts stated in Parts 3 and 4 of Schedule 2 to the Notice of Family Claim are
correct
Unknown to me
not correct
OR
not applicable
The facts stated in Parts 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 of Schedule 4 to the Notice of Family Claim are
correct
Unknown to me
not correct
OR
not applicable
(If you checked “not correct” for any of the above, set out the facts as you know them)

4. Response
This is my response to claims made against me in Schedules to the Notice of Family Claim:
Parenting arrangements (Schedule 1, sec. 6)
Agree
Disagree
Not applicable

Child support (Schedule 1, sec. 8)

Agree

Disagree

Not applicable

Spousal support (Schedule 2, sec. 4)

Agree

Disagree

Not applicable

Division of family assets (Schedule 3, sec. 3)

Agree

Disagree

Not applicable

Other property claim(s) (Schedule 3, sec 3)

Agree

Disagree

Not applicable

Divorce (Schedule 4, sec. 4)

Agree

Disagree

Not applicable

Other (Schedule 5) (specify)
Note to Claimant AND Respondent: You may be required to file financial information (Form F7) if
there is a claim by you or against you for support of a child, a spouse, or parent. See Schedules 1 and 2
for details.
If you do not file financial information that is required, the court may attribute an amount of income to
you and make a support award against you, based on that amount.

____________________________________ OR ____________________________________
My signature

Signature of my lawyer

Dated: ______________________

____________________________________
Name of my lawyer
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FORM F5 – COUNTERCLAIM – FAMILY
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

Court File No
Court Registry
FMEP No

1. Case name
Claimant

Respondent

2. Filed by:

3. Counterclaim
I am asking for the following:
An order respecting child(ren)—as set out in the attached Schedule 1
An order for spousal support—as set out in the attached Schedule 2
An order relating to property—as set out in the attached Schedule 3
An order for divorce—as set out in the attached Schedule 4
Another order—as set out in the attached Schedule 5
An order for costs
Note to Claimant AND Respondent:
You may be required to file financial information (Form F7) if there is a claim by you or against
you for support of a child, a spouse, or parent. See Schedules 1 and 2 for details.
If you do not file financial information that is required, the court may attribute an amount of
income to you and make a support award against you, based on that amount.

____________________________________ OR ____________________________________
My signature

Signature of my lawyer

Dated: ______________________

____________________________________
Name of my lawyer
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FORM F30 – TRIAL BRIEF – FAMILY
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

Court File No
Court Registry
FMEP No

1. Case name
Claimant
Respondent(s)

2. Filed by:
Name

3. Lawyer(s)
Name of Claimant’s lawyer (if any):

Name of Respondent’s lawyer (if any):

4. Summary of Issues and Positions

The following is a list, in numbered paragraphs, of the issues in dispute and my position
on each:
Issue

My Position
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5. Witnesses to be Called
The following are the names and addresses of the witnesses I intend to call at trial, and an
estimate of the time each witness will need for giving direct evidence.
Name

Address

Time needed

6. Expert Reports
The following are the expert reports I intend to offer as evidence at trial.
Name of Expert

Date of report

7. Witnesses to be Cross-Examined
The following are the names and addresses of the witnesses I anticipate cross-examining at trial,
and an estimate of the time I will need for each:
Name

Time needed

____________________________________ OR ____________________________________
My signature

Signature of my lawyer

Dated: ______________________

____________________________________
Name of my lawyer
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